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Alloy Entertainment

Alloy Entertainment

*From the critically acclaimed author of HOW TO LOVE comes a tangled
love story about a girl torn between two brothers! *

Day 1: Julia Donnelly eggs my house my first night back in Star Lake, and that’s 
how I know everyone still remembers everything. She has every right to hate me, of 
course: I broke Patrick Donnelly’s heart the night everything happened with his 
brother, Gabe. Now I’m serving out my summer like a jail sentence: Just ninety-nine 
days till I can leave for college, and be done.

Day 4: A nasty note on my windshield makes it clear Julia isn’t finished. I’m 
expecting a fight when someone taps me on the shoulder, but it’s just Gabe, home 
from college and actually happy to see me. “For what it’s worth, Molly Barlow,” he 
says, “I’m really glad you’re back.”

Day 12: Gabe wouldn’t quit till he got me to come to this party, and I’m surprised to 
find I’m actually having fun. I think he’s about to kiss me—and that’s when I see 
Patrick. My Patrick, who has supposed to be clear across the country. My Patrick, 
who’s never going to forgive me.

Eighty-seven days of summer to go, and history is repeating itself. The last thing I want 
is to come between the Donnelly brothers again . . . but the truth is, the Donnellys 
stole my heart a long time ago.

Katie's next book, JUST THE STARS, will be coming out September 2016. 

Rights Sold
Danish(Forlaget Carlsen), French(Pocket), German(Heyne), Italian(Sperling & 
Kupfer), Portuguese SA(Rocco), Turkish(Pegasus)

“A thought-provoking story...[that] explores the powerful bonds that arise between 
childhood friends who grow up to discover romance” - Publishers Weekly

“Molly’s a totally engaging, multi-faceted character…A fascinating story of 
adolescent love and betrayal.” - Kirkus review

“An interesting look at the stigma that still surrounds female sexuality and 
infidelity.” - Booklist

99 Days
by Katie Cotugno, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

US publisher: HarperCollins Inc
First publication: May 2015

384 pages

Ages 14+

Katie Cotugno

Katie Cotugno is a 2011 Pushcart Prize nominee whose work 
has appeared in Mississippi Review, Apalachee Review, Iowa 
Review, and Argestes, among other literary magazines, as 
well as on Nerve.com. Her first novel was How to Love. She 
lives in Boston with her husband, Tom.
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Alloy Entertainment

*The newest series from the bestselling author of PRETTY LITTLE LIARS,
THE LYING GAME, and THE PEFECTIONISTS.*

Everyone is dying to know the truth! 

When Aerin Kelly was eleven, she idolized her seventeen-year-old sister Helena, and
they did everything together. They made Claymation movies and posted them to 
YouTube. They made fun of Windmere-Carruthers, the private school they attended,
and dreamed up new uniform designs. They invented a new flavor called Strawberry 
Jalapeño for their parents’ organic, foodie-favorite ice cream shop, and they dressed 
up their golden retriever, Buster. But something started to change when Helena was 
a senior. She was pushing her sister away and hanging out with a different crowd. 
Then on a snowy winter day, she vanished.  

Four years later, Helena’s body is found. And five years later, Aerin is still trying to 
figure out what happened to her sister and who killed her. But the police have no 
leads. A young, familiar officer named Thomas wants to help and suggests she check 
out this website called Case Not Closed. Hesitantly, she posts, and then teenagers 
Quinn and Maddox show up on her doorstep offering to help investigate. Both 
suffered their own losses and posted to the site, with no luck, so they are hoping this 
case might be the one they crack.  But as the investigation continues, it seems that 
maybe it’s no accident that they are all together, and maybe the crimes have 
something (or someone) in common.

Rights sold
German (Bertelsmann), French(Pocket), Portuguese SA (Rocco), UK (Hot Key)

The Amateurs
by Sara Shepard, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

US publisher: Hyperion
First publication: October 2016

70,000 words
Ages 12+

Sara Shepard

Sara Shepard  got her MFA at Brooklyn College and now lives 
outside Philadelphia with her husband and dogs. 
For as long as she can remember,she has been writing. 
However, when she was young she also wanted to be a soap 
opera star, a designer for LEGO, a filmmaker, a claymation 
artist, a geneticist, and a fashion magazine editor when she 
grew up. She and her sister have been creating joint artistic 
and written projects for years, except they’re pretty sure they 
are the only ones who find them funny.
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*Vibrantly offbeat and utterly original, Lucy Keating’s debut novel is an
unconventional romance with sweetness and heart*

Love is a dream. Then you wake up. 

For as long as Alice can remember, she has dreamed of Max, a boy she’s never met. 
Together they have traveled the world, ridden pink elephants, had cookie-fights at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and fallen deliriously, hopelessly in love. Max is 
the boy of her dreams—and only her dreams. At least, until the morning she finds 
him sitting next to her in class, very much alive. But he has no idea who Alice is. Or 
does he? 

As Alice and Max get to know each other all over again, Alice learns that real-Max is
nothing like dream-Max. He’s complicated and stubborn. He also has a girlfriend, 
and a real life Alice never knew about.  

But when Alice and Max keep dreaming of each other, strange things from their 
dreams begin popping up while they’re awake: giant talking parrots, hot-pink 
autumn leaves, and rainbow-colored shooting stars. Alice and Max have to find a 
way to make it stop—even if it means putting an end to their dream-life, too. But 
when you fall in love in your dreams, what happens when you wake up? Can reality 
ever be enough?

DREAMOLOGY: A Love Story has all the unconventional twists of 'Eternal 
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind' with the winning heart of Jenny Han.

Rights Sold
German(Boje), Greek(Psichogios), Portuguese SA(Globo Livros), Spanish(Penguin 
Random House), Turkish(Pena Yayinlari)

Dreamology: A Love Story
by Lucy Keating, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

US publisher: HarperCollins Inc
First publication: February 2016

60,000 words
Ages 12+

Lucy Keating

Lucy Keating grew up in Boston, MA, and attended Williams 
College. She works in Alloy Entertainment’s TV office in Los 
Angeles and is crazy about music and her dog, Ernie, who has 
his own Instagram. Though she never attended CDD, Lucy 
has always had incredibly wild and vivid dreams, and has 
been known to rearrange furniture in her sleep.
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* An innovative, heartfelt debut novel by Nicola Yoon. Sold in a 10-
publisher auction in the US.*

Hello. My name is Madeline Wittier, and I am sick. 

My disease is as rare as it is famous. It’s a form of Severe Combined 
Immunodefiency, but basically, I'm allergic to the world. I don't leave my house, 
have not left my house in fifteen years. The only people I ever see are my mom and 
my nurse, Carla. 

But then one day, a moving truck arrives. New next door neighbors. I look out the 
window, and I see him. He's tall, lean and wearing all black – black t-shirt, black 
jeans, black sneakers and a black knit cap that covers his hair completely. He catches
me looking and stares at me. I stare right back. 

His name is Olly. I want to learn everything about him, and I do. I learn that he is 
funny and fierce. I learn that his eyes are Atlantic Ocean-blue and that his vice is 
stealing silverware. I learn that when I talk to him, my whole world opens up, and I 
feel myself starting to change—starting to want things. To want out of my bubble.  
To want everything, everything the world has to offer. 

Maybe we can't predict the future, but we can predict some things. For example, I am
certainly going to fall in love with Olly. It's almost certainly going to be a disaster.

The narrative unfolds in archival form via vignettes, diary entries, texts, charts, 
lists, illustrations and more.

Rights Sold
Czech(JOTA), Danish(Carlsen), Dutch(Querido), French(Bayard), German(Cecilie 
Dressler), Greek(Psichogios), Hebrew(Kinneret), Italian(Sperling & Kupfer), 
Lithuanian(Leidykla Gelmes), Norwegian(Aschehoug), Portuguese SA(Novo 
Conceito), Spanish(Ediciones SM), Turkish(Pena Yayinlari)

Everything, Everything
by Nicola Yoon, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

US publisher: Delacorte Books for Young Readers
First publication: October 2015

260 pages

Ages 12+

Nicola Yoon

Nicola Yoon grew up in Jamaica (the island) and Brooklyn 
(part of Long Island). She currently resides in Los Angeles, CA 
with her husband, who created all of the artwork seen here, 
and daughter, both of whom she loves beyond all reason. 
EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING is her first novel.
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*50 SHADES OF GREY for the teen set—where the overt sexuality of 50
SHADES has been replaced with intense longing and desire*

Seventeen-year-old Charlotte has sworn off boys in her quest to be the first person in
her family to go to college. But she finds her plans derailed when she crosses paths 
with Tate Collins, a reclusive, mysterious singer who has walked away from his 
international superstardom. What starts as a physical attraction builds into an 
overwhelming romance that will ultimately change them both.

Charlotte and Tate’s story is sensual, teasing the reader, yet leaving everything to the
imagination. 

Rights Sold
Czech(Euromedia), French(Harlequin), German(Bertelsmann), Greek(Patakis), 
Hebrew(Kinneret), Italian(Newton Compton), Lithuanian(Alma),  
Norwegian(Aschehoug), Portuguese SA(Companhia das Letras), Romanian(EPICA) 
Serbian(Vulkan Izdavastvo), Slovak(IKAR), Spanish(Penguin Random), 
Turkish(Pegasus)

Flower
by Elizabeth Craft and Shea Olsen, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment 

US publisher: Harlequin Teen
First publication: March 2016

70,000 words
Ages 14+

Shea Olsen

SHEA OLSEN is a pseudonym for Shea Ernshaw, who lives 
and writes in the small mountain town of Bend, Oregon. She 
works as a producer for Rage Productions, a film production 
company, and shares a lively home with her husband, a dog 
named Diesel, and two cats. You will often find her reading or 
writing her next novel beside the lake where she and her 
husband are restoring a tiny 400 sq. ft. cabin in the Cascade 
Mountains. You can connect with her online at 
www.sheaernshaw.com

Elizabeth Craft

ELIZABETH CRAFT is a television writer and Executive 
Producer living in Los Angeles, California. After graduating 
from Columbia, she began writing for Alloy (then known as 
17th Street Productions) before moving to L.A. to write for 
television. She’s worked on hit TV shows such as Joss 
Whedon’s ANGEL, THE SHIELD, and LIE TO ME, as well as 
the CW’s THE VAMPIRE DIARIES and THE 100. She was 
also co-creator and Executive Producer of WOMEN’S 
MURDER CLUB, based on books by James Patterson, for 
ABC. Currently, she’s co-creator and Executive Producer of 
two pilots (ONE CLICK and MY LOVE FROM ANOTHER 
STAR) for ABC.
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*From the author of LET'S GET LOST, Adi Alsaid, comes the sophmore
novel.*

Best friends Dave and Julia were determined to never be cliché high school kids—
the ones who sit at the same lunch table every day, dissecting the drama from 
homeroom and plotting their campaigns for prom king and queen. They even wrote 
their own Never List of everything they vowed they’d never, ever do in high school. 

Some of the rules have been easy to follow; like #5, never dye your hair a color of 
the rainbow, or #7, never hook up with a teacher. But Dave has a secret: he’s broken 
rule #8, never pine silently after someone for the entirety of high school. It’s either 
that or break rule #10, never date your best friend. Dave has loved Julia for as long 
as he can remember. 

Julia is beautiful, wild, and impetuous. So when she suggests they do every Never 
on the list, Dave is happy to play along. He even dyes his hair an unfortunate shade 
of green. It starts as a joke, but then a funny thing happens: Dave and Julia discover 
that by skipping the clichés, they’ve actually been missing out on high school. And 
maybe even on love.

Rights Sold
French (Hachette), Italian (RCS)

Praises for LET'S GET LOST

“An achingly beautiful story . . . Reminiscent of John Green’s Paper Towns, Alsaid’
s debut is a gem among contemporary YA novels.”—School Library Journal

“An entertaining and romantic road-trip debut.”—Kirkus Reviews

“Emotional and exciting. Alsaid’s unique narrating style invites the reader to join in
on the ride. . . . A touching debut novel.”—VOYA

“With equal parts heartache and hope, this debut is a fresh interpretation of the 
premise that ‘home is who you’re with.’”—Horn Book

Never Always Sometimes
by Adi Alsaid, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

US publisher: Harlequin Teen
First publication: Fall 2015

320 pages

Ages 12+

Adi Alsaid

Adi Alsaid was born and raised in Mexico City. He attended 
college at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. While in 
class, he mostly read fiction and continuously failed to fill out 
crossword puzzles, so it’s no surprise that after graduating, he 
packed up his car and escaped to the California coastline to 
become a writer. He's now back in his hometown, where he 
writes, coaches high school and elementary basketball, and 
has perfected the art of making every dish he eats or cooks as 
spicy as possible. In addition to Mexico, he's lived in Tel Aviv, 
Las Vegas and Monterey, California. A tingly feeling in his feet 

Alloy Entertainment

tells him more places will eventually be added to the list. Visit 
Adi online at www.SomewhereOverTheSun.com, or follow him 
on Twitter: @AdiAlsaid.
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*From the talented author of HOW TO ROCK BRACES AND GLASSES,
this book gives a truly unique perspective on a familiar disease.*

What doesn't kill you makes you stronger.

Struggling to deal with her brother's death and a past she refuses to confront, 
Stevie knows she has problems. But she's still furious about the fact that she's been 
packed off to a health clinic, in the middle of nowhere, where mobile phones are 
banned and communication with the outside world is strictly by permission only. 
The regimented and obtrusive nature of the clinic and its staff is torture to the 
deeply private, obstinate Stevie - and don't even get her started on the other 
'inmates'. All she wants is to be left alone...

But as Stevie is about to find out, life is full of surprises. And she will prove 
herself stronger than she knows - even when her past finally catches her up in the 
most shocking and brutal way possible.

Meg Haston is both a survivor and a mental health counselor. Meg first conceived 
of PAPERWEIGHT when she spent time in a treatment center for disordered 
eating in Arizona. Like her character Stevie, she could bring nothing but a small 
suitcase of clothes-no books, no phone, no computer. But she was allowed to 
write. In-between group meals and individual sessions, Stevie was born into the 
pages of Meg's journal. 

Rights Sold
German(Thienmann), Portuguese SA(Leya Editora), Spanish(V&R Editoras)

Paperweight
by Meg Haston, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

UK publisher: Hot Key Books, US publisher: HarperCollins Inc
First publication: July 2015

304 pages

Ages 14+

Meg Haston

Meg Haston practices at a women's clinic and a school in 
Florida, and has worked in conjunction with Projection HEAL 
(Help to Eat, Accept, and Live), spreading awareness about 
eating disorders and the recovery process. She is also the 
author of the middle grade series HOW TO ROCK... which 
inspired a Nickelodeon TV spin-off.
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*An illicit rave in the New York City subway system turns deadly in this
spine-tingling sophomore novel about peer pressure and toxic friendships by 
the acclaimed author of THE MERCILESS.*

Fresh out of rehab, Casey gets a visit from her best friend Shana, intent on sneaking 
Casey out for the notorious Survive the Night party. Casey knows that probably isn’t
the best venue for her recovery, but she also knows drugs were never her real 
problem—Shana was her problem.

As usual, Shana won’t take no for an answer—and Casey won’t give it, especially 
when Shana tells Casey her ex Sam, who she’s hoping to reunite with, will be at the 
party as well. Casey vows to stay out of trouble and use her sobriety to patch things 
up with Sam. 

But the party takes a terrifying turn: Casey finds her friend Julie dead, and realizes 
someone or something is picking her friends off one-by-one. Trapped underground 
until dawn, hunted by a slippery entity they’ve only glimpsed lurking in the dark, 
flooded tunnels, their only hope is escape—but for Casey, true survival may mean 
ridding her life of Shana once and for all.

Survive the Night
by Danielle Vega, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

US publisher: Penguin US
First publication: August 2015

272 pages

Ages 14+

Danielle Vega

Danielle Vega spent her childhood hiding under the covers 
while her mother retold tales from the pages of Stephen King 
novels. Now an adult, she can count on one hand the number 
of times in her life she's been truly afraid. Danielle has won 
numerous awards for her fiction and non-fiction, and earned a 
2009 Pushcart Prize nomination for her short story DRIVE. 
She lives in Brooklyn and works in the digital marketing 
department at a major publishing company.

Alloy Entertainment

Praise for THE MERCILESS: 

"Mean Girls with an occult twist." --MTV.com

"It’ll take a sturdy reader not to keep flinching—or put this exercise in sensation 
down altogether." -Kirkus

"This pulse-pounding, debut novel creates a wickedly creepy atmosphere where 
mean girls quickly turn homicidal." -SLJ

"Page-to-page Stephen King-style terror builds, asking the question, 'How much 
evil is inside every one of us?'
Readers will gasp out loud more than a few times, so beware." -Booklist

"After finishing this gruesome and heart-racing novel, readers will be left 
wondering if the devil is in us all." -VOYA
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*THE THOUSANDTH FLOOR is Gossip Girl for the future era.*

Set in 2118, the trilogy follows the scandalous lives of teens in Manhattan's new  
thousand-story skyscraper as they struggle to find a place at the top of the world. 
Each character has their own demons to face, loves to be won and lost, and 
political battles to be fought – but when you’re this high up, there’s nowhere to go 
but down …

Katharine McGee is a debut author, and one of Alloy’s own: a former editor who in 
her time there worked on everything from sci-fi series like THE 100 to mystery-
soaps like PRETTY LITTLE LIARS. In THE THOUSANDTH FLOOR, she vividly 
imagines a future that is vibrant and fun, a response to all the dark depictions of the 
future in the current publishing marketplace.

Sold at auction to Harper Teen on proposal in a seven-figure deal, the series also 
garnered 11 foreign sales pre-Bologna! 

Rights sold
Dutch (Overamstel Uitgevers), French (Michel Lafon), German (Ravensburger), 
Italian (Piemme), Norwegian (Aschehoug), Portuguese EU (Planeta Manuscrito 
Unipessoal), Portuguese SA (Rocco), Serbian (Vulkan Izdavastvo), Spanish 
(RBA), Swedish(Gilla Bocker), Turkish (Dogan Egmont), UK (Harper)

The Thousandth Floor
by Katharine McGee, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

US publisher: HarperCollins Inc
First publication: 2017
Ages 14+

Katharine McGee

Katharine McGee is originally from Houston, Texas. She 
studied French at Princeton and then moved to Manhattan, 
where she began her publishing career at HarperCollins and 
later joined the Alloy Entertainment editorial team. After three 
years of plotting, outlining, and generally having far more fun 
than anyone ought to at work, she pitched a concept called “
skyscraper city,” and knew immediately that it was something 
she wanted to write. Currently, she is pursuing an MBA at 
Stanford University. The Thousandth Floor is her first novel.
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* From the acclaimed author of WISH and TUMBLE AND FALL comes
a beautiful  novel about second chances and new beginnings.*

Sometimes you have to lose everything to find yourself.

For seventeen-year-old Tam, running off to marry her musician boyfriend is the ideal
escape from her claustrophobic high-school life on the island, and the ultimate 
rebellion against her father and stepmother. But when Tam becomes a widow just 
weeks later, the shell-shocked teen is forced to find her way forward by going back 
to the life she thought she’d moved beyond—even as her struggle to deal with her 
grief is forcing her to reinvent herself and reach out to others in ways she never 
imagined.

The Young Widow's Club
by Alexandra Coutts, Proprietor: Alloy Entertainment

US publisher: Macmillan US
First publication: November 2015

288 pages

Ages 12+

Alexandra Coutts

Alexandra Coutts (also known under her maiden name, 
Bullen), was born in Boston, Massachusetts and grew up in a 
nearby suburb. After high school, which she survived mostly 
by reading and writing, she moved to New York City, where 
she attended the Gallatin School of Individualized Study at 
New York University. After nearly a decade of city slicking, 
Alexandra now lives on Martha’s Vineyard, an island off the 
coast of Massachusetts. She writes mostly at home, and 
usually in her pajamas.

Alloy Entertainment

Praise for TUMBLE & FALL

 "A refreshing debut.” — Booklist

“In the iconic words of R.E.M., “It’s the end of the world as we know it,” and this 
smart, surprisingly feel-good, end-of-days novel is indeed…fine.” — Kirkus reviews

“Coutts’s characters offer a great deal of depth and appeal, and her writing is both 
purposeful and rich.” — Publishers Weekly review
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Capstone Young Readers

Capstone Young Readers

*Welcome to Hound Hotel, the perfect place to board your canine family
members!*

Readers will enjoy meeting all sorts of dogs through the eyes of eight-year-old Alfie 
Wolfe, the good-hearted, funny narrator. Every dog that visits the kennel has 
different needs, and Alfie and his twin sister, Alfreeda, are ready to serve them. The 
problem is the twins usually disagree about what those needs are! There is one thing 
they always agree on, though: there’s nothing better than a dog!

FEARLESS FREDDIE: 
It’s a dark and stormy day at Hound Hotel, and twins Alfie and Alfreeda are stuck 
inside, along with all the doggie guests. Every boom of thunder makes Freddie the 
beagle howl like crazy. Not only are his howls annoying, he’s scaring the other dogs!
Which twin can act brave enough to calm down Freddie?

GROWLING GRACIE: 
Hound Hotel is packed! It’s so busy and twins Alfie and Alfreeda have to work like 
dogs just to keep up. They’re tired. They’re edgy. And they can’t stop arguing! The 
battle is on for the Best Fighter prize. But then Gracie, a golden retriever, starts to 
fight too. Who will win the title?

HOMESICK HERBIE: 
Alfie and his twin sister Alfreeda are excited to welcome Herbie, a cute little 
Yorkshire Terrier. But Herbie is not excited about being at Hound Hotel. The furry 
boy is so homesick that all he does is lay around and cry. Alfie’s convinced that 
Herbie just needs some guy time, but Alfreeda insists on babying the dog instead. 
Alfie’s many funny attempts at cheering up Herbie make this a charming early 
chapter book, sure to please boys and girls alike.

MUDBALL MOLLY: 
Twins Alfie and Alfreeda must keep Molly, a West Highland terrier, clean and white
Molly is going to be in her owner’s wedding tomorrow! But the little terrier can’t 
stop digging in dirt and mud. That’s trouble enough until Molly buries the bride-to-
be’s wedding ring in Hound Hotel’s doggie play yard! Which twin will save the day 
and find the missing ring?

Rights Sold 
French NA (ADA)

Adventures at Hound Hotel
by Shelley Sateren, illustrated by Deborah Melmon

Proprietor: Capstone Young Readers 
First publication: March 2015

72 pages

Ages 6-8

Deborah Melmon

Deborah Melmon has illustrated over 20 children’s books. Her 
clients include Viking Children’s Books, Amazon Picture 
Books, Parragon and Kane Press. She lives in Menlo Park, 
California with her trusted sidekick, Mack, an Airedale Terrior.
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Capstone Young Readers

Mermaid Kingdom 
Book 1: Secrets Beneath the Sea
by Janet Gurtler, illustrated by Katie Wood
Proprietor: Capstone Young Readers

*The magical and mysterious world of merpeople is brought to life in
Mermaid Kingdom.*

Like most 12-year-old girls, Shyanna, Rachel, and Cora deal with the daily 
dramas of growing up. Unlike other 12-year-old girls, they deal with it 
underwater as mermaids. The allure of life on land is a constant presence in the 
life of a mermaid, and friendships are tested with secrets, lies, and jealousy. The 
magical and mysterious world of merpeople is brought to life in Mermaid 
Kingdom. 

This series is intended for 7-10 year olds and it’s glittery and super fun! The 
stories are told from the point of view of three different mermaids, who happen 
to be best friends. The illustrator Katie Wood has amazing drawings of these 
mermaids and the adventures they have together.

First publication: March 2015

288 pages

Ages 8-12

Janet Gurtler

Janet Gurtler started writing advertising copy for radio and 
television and eventually moved to work in sales and 
marketing for many years. After having a son, she returned to 
her love of writing and began freelancing for magazines and 
eventually followed her dreams and wrote her first book. Her 
first YA, WAITING TO SCORE was published by Westside 
Books in Spring 2009 under the pseudonym JE MacLeod.
Visit her website at www.janetgurtler.com

Katie Wood

Katie Wood fell in love with drawing when she was very small. 
Since graduating from Loughborough University School of Art 
in 2004, she has been living her dream working as a 
freelance illustrator. From her studio in Leicester, England, 
she creates bright and lively illustrations for books and 
magazines all over the world.
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Capstone Young Readers

The Magnificent Lizzie Brown and the 
Mysterious Phantom
by Vicki Lockwood
Proprietor: Capstone Young Readers

Lizzie Brown has always had some very strange dreams and some really weird 
visions. But it’s only when she runs away from home, and joins Fitzy’s Circus as 
an assistant to the fortune teller, that she discovers what all these really mean…

When Lizzie has a vision about a masked burglar, she knows she has to act. But 
the phantom has so far escaped the police, and is proving to be more dangerous 
than a tightrope without a safety net. When one of their own is blamed for the 
crimes instead, their investigation takes a turn for the worse. When the truth is 
finally revealed, the real culprit is the last person anyone expects.

Book 2: LIZZIE BROWN AND THE DEVIL'S HOUND
A clown falls ill, the star performer is injured, and tickets for the show aren’t 
selling. Is it because of the terrifying dog said to haunt a nearby graveyard? After a 
chilling message from beyond the grave, circus fortune-teller Lizzie Brown 
decides to confront the so-called ‘devil’s hound’ once and for all. But will Lizzie 
Brown save the day?

"Middle-grade readers will gobble up this delicious little novel, with its admirable 
protagonist and the fascinating crew of Fitzy’s Traveling Circus, who take her in." 
- Kirkus

First publication: September 2014 
200 pages

Ages 9-12

*This historical thriller set in Victorian London features a cast of likable
circus people, a spunky heroine and a twisty mystery *
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David Fickling Books

*The first DFBee for early readers – a super robot whose gadgets foil the
baddies every time!*

Trouble is all around us!

Superbot lives with his inventor, Mrs Brightspark, at the top of a skyscraper, always 
on alert to save the world from any trouble… And when Bruto the terrible toy 
destroyer goes on the warpath stealing children’s toys, it’s Superbot to the rescue!

From Nick Ward, author of the CHARLIE SMALL AND ALFIE SMALL series, 
SUPER BOT is a new series of fun, lively and interractive page-turning stories 
with full-colour illustarations!

Book 1: The Terrible Toy Destroyer (Jun 2016)
Book 2: Toad and the Goo Extractor (Jun 2016)

Super Bot: The Terrible Toy Destroyer!
by Nick Ward, Proprietor: David Fickling Books
First publication: Spring 2016

69 pages
Ages 6-9

Nick Ward

Nick Ward is the creator of several hugely popular picture 
books for children. Don't Eat the Teacher!, published by 
Scholastic, has sold more than 700,000 copies worldwide and 
has been translated into numerous languages. Nick is also the 
writer and illustrator of the action-packed Charlie Small series. 
Nick lives and works in the country and his studio is an old 
Victorian school.
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David Godwin Associates

* Powerful debut novel linking two boys across 100 years *

Noah and Blaze live in the same village over 100 years apart.  But the two teenage 
boys are linked by a river and a strange gift: they both compulsively draw images 
they don’t understand, that later come true.  They can draw the future.

1860s - Blaze is alone after his mother’s death, dependent on the kindness of the 
villagers, who all distrust his gift as witchcraft but still want him to predict the future
for them. When they don’t like what he draws, life gets very dangerous for him.

Now - Noah comes to the village for a new start.  His parents are desperate for him 
to be ‘normal’ after all the trouble they've had in the past.  He makes a friend, Beth, 
but as with Blaze the strangeness of his drawings start to turn people against him and 
things get very threatening. Will he be driven away from this new home - and from 
Beth?

Will both boys be destroyed by their strange gift, or can a new future be drawn?

The Boy Who Drew the Future
by Rhian Ivory, Proprietor: David Godfrey Associates

UK publisher: Firefly Press 
First publication: September 2015

65,000 words
Ages 12+

Rhian Ivory

Rhian was born in Swansea.  She trained as a Drama and 
English teacher and wrote her first novel during her first few 
years in teaching.  She got her first publishing deal at 26 and 
went on to write three more novels for Bloomsbury. She took a 
break to have three children and during this time taught 
Creative Writing and also a Children’s Literature course for the 
Open University. The Boy who drew the Future is her fifth 
novel and she’s recently finished writing her sixth.  She is a 
National Trust writer in residence at Sudbury Hall and the 
Museum of Childhood.  She currently lives in Rutland, the 
smallest county in the country, with her family and their two 
very lively spaniels. You can follow Rhian on twitter on 
@Rhian_Ivory
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Eden Street Literary

Eden Street Literary

*GENUINE SWEET  is a warm, southern tale filled with humor, magic and
a lot of hope.*

Genuine Sweet has gotten a surprise she can’t quite believe. After all, who could 
have guessed that this poor and hungry twelve year-old from tiny Sass, Georgia, 
would ever have anything magical to share with the world? Everything changes 
when Genuine discovers that she's a wish fetcher—born with the power to grant 
anyone’s wish…except her own.

It's a peculiar predicament, considering how much Genuine could use a few wishes 
for herself. With the help of new friends, Genuine finds a way to give her family a 
boost—then takes her wish fetching global! She's in the news, she's the talk of the 
town, and life seems to be on the mend. But when she's suddenly faced with an 
unexpected trouble that no amount of wishing can fix, Genuine must puzzle out the 
difference between wishing for a better life—and building one.

Told in the engaging, irresistible voice of Genuine Sweet herself, Faith Harkey’s 
debut novel spins a remarkable tale of a small-town girl with big magic and a whole 
lot of heart.

Genuine Sweet
by Faith Harkey, Proprietor: Eden Street

US publisher: Clarion Books
First publication: Spring 2015

280 pages

Ages 8-12

Faith Harkey

Faith Harkey is a wife, a writer, a hiker, a yogi, a seeker of 
bears, a friend of cows, and a natural redhead. Faith is a 
graduate of Eckerd College, where she majored in Creative 
Writing. She has begun (but not finished) four graduate 
programs. Sustainable, humane agriculture is important to 
her, as are libraries, hospices, and books. Faith lives in the 
South with her husband, Drew.
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Eden Street Literary

The Secrets of Blueberries, Brothers, Moose 

*Heartwarming and emontional story about how a summer job picking
blueberries helps a young girl cope with the changes at home and with 
her friends.*

Determined to make some extra money, twelve-year-old Missy and her older brother 
Patrick get summer jobs picking blueberries at a local farm. For Missy, though, 
blueberry picking quickly becomes about more than just money— it's the perfect 
distraction from the fact that her two best friends have gone off to summer camp 
without her and that her dad is getting remarried. 

Why can't everything go back to the way it used to be? Back to normal? But, Missy 
soon discovers that the summer is full of secrets: the secret to making her family feel 
whole again; the secret to keeping her two best friends from changing and leaving 
her behind; the secret of a local farm's blood feud; and most importantly, the secret 
of blueberries.

Author Sara Nickerson infuses warmth and emotion into this relatable story about 
finding something special within yourself and a place to call your own in even the 
most tumultuous of times.

Praises for HOW TO DISAPPEAR COMPLETELY AND NEVER BE FOUND:

"Nickerson’s writing style bursts with energy and humor. Readers will laugh and 
cry with Margaret, shivering alongside her during moments of heart-stopping 
suspense." -- VOYA

"Readers will easily suspend disbelief as they sink into the Twilight Zone-like plot, 
and Comport’s comic–book artwork not only extends the plot of the novel but also 
stands on its own as fully realized ministories." -- Booklist

"The story’s graphic-novel sensibility…will intrigue fans of that genre, and readers
…will relish this compelling and offbeat adventure."  - BCCB

& Me
by Sara Nickerson, Proprietor: Eden Street 
US publisher: Dutton
First publication: June 2015

336 pages

Ages 10+

Sara Nickerson

Sara Nickerson is a freelance writer. HOW TO DISAPPEAR 
COMPLETELY AND NEVER BE FOUND was her first novel.
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Erin Murphy Literary Agency

Erin Murphy Literary Agency

The Entirely True Story of the Unbelievable Fib

*A new middle-grade series featuring unseen realms, Norse mythology,
and a pair of unlikely heroes in a race to prevent a war among Viking 
gods that could lead to the end of the world.*

“What is the unbelievable FIB?” 

That’s the question eleven-year-old Prudence Potts discovers on a baffling card no 
one else in Middleton--except ABE, a new kid with a knack for solving riddles--
seems to see. When a mysterious man named Mister Fox identifies himself as the 
card’s sender and asks for ABE and Pru’s help investigating mythical beings 
infiltrating the town, that’s at least one thing Pru finds hard to believe.

Soon Pru and ABE discover another world beneath their quiet town, where Viking 
gods lurk just out of sight. But when the pair finds themselves locked in a battle 
against a dangerously clever enemy, they must race to secure the Eye of Odin, source
of all knowledge--and the key to stopping a war that could destroy both human and 
immortal realms.

Author Adam Shaughnessy draws from classic lore to create a new world where 
uncertainty opens the door to magic and the last thing you should do is believe your 
own eyes. Fans of Rick Riordan will delight in the charming characters, abundant 
puzzles and plot twists, and sly humor of this first novel in a new series.

by Adam Shaughnessy, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

US publisher: Algonquin Books
First publication: Fall 2015

240 pages

Ages 8-12

Adam Shaughnessy

Adam Shaughnessy received his B.A. in English from 
Connecticut College and is currently pursuing his M.A. in 
Children’s Literature from Hollins University.
Adam is a former elementary school teacher who left the 
classroom in 2009 to launch an enrichment business for 
elementary and middle school aged children. He regularly 
visits schools, afterschools, and other community 
organizations with his unique brand of programming, which 
blends stories and play. Adam field tests many of his story 
ideas through his enrichment programs and likes nothing 
better than to bring his tales directly to their intended audience.
Adam lives in Waterford, Connecticut. He is currently at work 
on his second book, forthcoming from Algonquin Books. He is 
a member of the SCBWI and the Children’s Literature 
Association.

Janet Gurtler

Janet Gurtler started writing advertising copy for radio and 
television and eventually moved to work in sales and 
marketing for many years. After having a son, she returned to 
her love of writing and began freelancing for magazines and 
eventually followed her dreams and wrote her first book. Her 
first YA, WAITING TO SCORE was published by Westside
Books in Spring 2009 under the pseudonym JE MacLeod.
Visit her website at www.janetgurtler.com
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*A middle-grade mystery with an irresistible main character that tackles big
questions about family, mental health, and preconceptions with humour and 
heart.*

"Bless your heart" is an expression that fifth-grader Footer Davis knows all too well, 
and one she doesn't like. It means "you're beyond help" and people say it about her 
mom sometimes, because of her bipolar disorder. After a shooting and fire at the 
neighbour's house left Footer's mom upset and unsettled, she shoots a snake in the 
yard with an elephant gun and is taken off to the mental hospital. Footer find herself 
home alone with her dad and missing her mom once again.

When Footer and her best friends Peavine and Angel decide to solve the mystery of 
the fire next door and the disappearance of two kids who lived there, she suddenly 
finds herself seeing things she can't remember and worries that perhaps she too is 
losing her mind. 

In Susan Vaught's heartfelt middle grade novel, the realities of mental illness, abuse 
and neglect are handled with honesty and balanced with the love of family and a 
close-knit community.

"Vaught deftly portrays the pain of having a mentally ill parent, capturing Footer’s 
simultaneous love for and resentment of her mother, as well as her fears for her own 
sanity. The unusual and entertaining residents of Footer’s small Mississippi town 
bring moments of humor to a well-plotted mystery that effectively explores some 
serious themes." - Publisher's Weekly

"A sensitive, suspenseful mystery that deftly navigates the uncertainty of mental 
illness." - Kirkus Reviews

Footer Davis Probably is Crazy
by Susan Vaught, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

US publisher: Simon & Schuster
First publication: Spring 2015

240 pages

Ages 10-14

Susan Vaught

Susan Vaught is the author of many books for teens, including 
Trigger, which received three starred reviews and was an ALA 
Best Books for Young Adults; Insanity; My Big Fat Manifesto; 
and Freaks Like Us. She works as a neuropsychologist at a 
state psychiatric facility, specializing in helping people with 
severe and persistent mental illness, intellectual disability, and 
traumatic brain injury. She lives on a farm with her wife and 
son in rural western Kentucky.
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Switched at First Kiss 
Book 1: I'm With Cupid 
by Anna Staniszewski, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 
US publisher: Sourcebooks

*Marcus is a matchmaker. Lena is a soul collector. And they’re both in
trouble when a simple kiss leads to a serious power-swap!*

When thirteen-year-olds Marcus Torelli (who happens to be a supernatural 
matchmaker) and Lena Perris (who happens to be a soul collector) kiss at a party on 
a dare, they think the ZING they feel is just the power of a first kiss. It’s only when 
they both get sent on assignments the next day that they realize their powers have 
swapped.

Now logical-minded Lena finds herself with the love touch, and ultra-emotional 
Marcus has death at his fingertips—and setting things right has become a matter of 
love and death.

Praise for THE PRANK LIST:

“Staniszewski keeps the focus on comedy…but she lets her story become a bit more 
serious with the pranks Rachel plays. Gentle…fun laced with equally gentle wisdom. ” 
—Kirkus

“Tween readers who find Rachel endearing will find a fast-paced comedy of errors.
 —School Library Journal

Praise for THE DIRT DIARY
“Confidently addressing a number of common tween troubles…[a] humorous 
problem novel.” —Publishers Weekly

First publication: Summer 2015 
38,000 words
Ages 9-12

Anna Staniszewski

Anna Staniszewski lives outside of Boston, Mass. with her 
husband and their adopted black Lab, Emma. She was named 
the 2006-2007 Writer-in-Residence at the Boston Public 
Library and a winner of the 2009 PEN New England Susan P. 
Bloom Discovery Award. When she’s not writing, Anna spends 
her time teaching, reading, and challenging unicorns to games 
of hopscotch. 
www.annastan.com.
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*An hilarious new action-packed series about an under-age spy, man-eating
piranhas, awesome inventions and nasty villains.*

Johnny Danger has always wanted to be a spy. So he creates an online world where 
he IS a spy – and it's filled with his amazing inventions and adventures. 

But when M16 seeks out Johnny to help them capture a world-class villain/save 
the world, he finds himself desperately trying to stay one step ahead of the goodies 
and the baddies. Because if anyone finds out he is just a schoolboy pretending to 
be a spy, it could mean the end of his dreams …and the end of Johnny…

Johnny Danger is a bombastic, irreverent parody of the overly serious teen spy genre
Its combination of lightning fast pace, laugh out loud jokes and thrilling action 
scenes make it perfect for reluctantmiddle-grade readers.

Johnny Danger 
by Peter Millett, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

Primary publisher: Penguin Australia
First publication: March 2015

217 pages

Ages 9-12

Peter Millett

He grew up in New Zealand and was heavily influenced by the 
zany comedy of such great British writers as Spike Milligan, 
Monty Python and Roald Dahl. He wrote comics and funny 
poems for his friends at school and when he became an adult 
he turned his hand to writing children's book.He loves writing 
stories that make people laugh out loud and stories that 
families can read together.
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Erin Murphy Literary Agency

*A sweeping tale of a girl seeking a cure for her sister’s mysterious illness,
in a world where water sprites play havoc with the land around them, and 
magic lurks just out of sight.*

Along a lively river, in a village raised on stilts, lives a girl named Luna. All her life 
she has heard tales of the time before the dam appeared, when sprites danced in the 
currents and no one got the mysterious wasting illness from a mouthful of river 
water. These are just stories, though—no sensible person would believe in such 
things. Luna prefers to take her pole boat out with her best friend Benny, looking for 
adventure. 

Beneath the waves is someone who might disagree. Perdita is a young water sprite, 
delighting in the wet splash and sparkle, and sad about the day her people will 
finally finish building their door to another world, in search of a place that humans 
have not yet discovered.

But when little Willow falls ill with the river sickness, everything changes. Luna is 
determined to find a cure for her beloved sister, no matter what it takes. Even if that 
means believing in magic . . .

A Nearer Moon
by Melanie Crowder, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

US publisher: Atheneum (Simon & Schuster)
First publication: Fall 2015

288 pages

Ages 10-14

Melanie Crowder

Melanie Crowder lives and writes in the beautiful state of 
Colorado. She holds an MFA in Writing from Vermont College 
of Fine Arts. PARCHED was her first novel.

Praise for PARCHED:

"Fans of Gary Paulsen’s Hatchet (1987) will want this." - Booklist

"a compelling read." - School Library Journal

"Brutally beautiful, this is a story that both inspires and sounds an alarm, a 
story of courage and heart. Just like Musa’s ability to tap into water, it asks 
us to tap into our own humanity, even though it might be more deeply 
hidden than we can imagine."—Kathi Appelt, Newbery Honor-winning 
author of The Underneath
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*GRACELING meets INCEPTION in this standalone YA fantasy, where
one girl's ability to reach through the dreamworld may be the only thing 
saving her real world from all-out war…*

Livia doesn't know why she's been blessed with the ability to Dreamstride—to step 
into someone's sleeping mind and take control of them—when so many other 
aspiring Dreamstriders have succumbed to the Nightmare. She's not the most devout 
believer in the Dreamer. She's not the best spy in the Empire's service, and often 
needs rescuing by her best friend, Brandt. And unlike Brandt, who's grown distant as
his parents look for a suitable wife for him, she certainly doesn't come from the best 
family. Livia clawed her way out of the city's catacombs on the backs of her fellow 
urchins.

But now her Dreamstriding has uncovered a plot against the Empire. As the Empire's 
spies try to prevent a devastating war, Livia finds the dreamworld has turned sinister 
with a long-dormant threat: the Nightmare that threatens to consume both the dreaming 
world and the waking one with misery and rage. Livia must learn to trust in her 
abilities, sort out her feelings for Brandt, and seek the Dreamer's blessing to save both 
worlds before the Nightmare devours her, too.

Dreamstrider
by Lindsay Smith, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

US publisher: Roaring Brook Press
First publication: October 2015

82,000 words
Ages 12+

Lindsay Smith

Lindsay Smith never remembers her dreams, but they always 
end with a hungry Sheltie in her face. She is also the author of 
SEKRET and SKANDAL, historical thrillers for young adults 
that draw on her love of Russian culture and history. When 
she isn’t writing (rarely), she works in foreign affairs and plays 
extremely nerdy board games. She lives in Washington, DC, 
with her fiancé and their dog, who would like to eat now, as a 
matter of fact.
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*The latest sweet story about friendship, family, and first love from the
author of THE CUPCAKE QUEEN.*

Former Manhattan girl Penny has quickly discovered that life in a small town is 
never dull. Not when there’s a festival for every occasion (real or made-up), a Queen
Bee to deal with, an animal shelter to save, and a cute boy to crush on.

Hog’s Hollow just got another new girl: Esmeralda. She’s beautiful, French, and just
happens to be Queen Bee Charity’s best friend. Penny figures with the arrival of 
Esmeralda, Charity might be too busy to keep making her life miserable. Penny 
couldn’t be more wrong about that.

 But Penny doesn’t have a lot of time to worry about Charity. Her best friend, Tally, 
has recruited her to help save the local animal shelter, which is in danger of closing 
unless they can raise some desperately needed funds.

 Then there’s Marcus, the adorable and mysterious boy that Penny thinks maybe 
likes her as much as she likes him. But things with Marcus are wonderful and fluttery
and confusing all at the same time. On top of that, the holidays are coming and this is
Penny’s first holiday season as a “divorced” kid—although she has no idea what this
means.

Can Penny help her friends save the shelter animals, navigate her new family 
dynamics, and get the boy, or will Charity and Esmeralda find a way to ruin 
everything?

Frosted Kisses
by Heather Hepler, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

US publisher: Scholastic Inc 
First publication: October 2015 
272 pages

Ages 12+

Heather Hepler

Heather Hepler grew up an avid reader. In fourth grade, she 
was sent to the hall for reading instead of paying attention in 
class. She was almost kicked off her Little League team for 
hiding a novel in her glove when she was supposed to be 
playing right field. And more than once she missed her bus stop 
because she was too busy reading. And even though she’ s 
grown up now, not much has changed.

Erin Murphy Literary Agency

Praise for THE CUPCAKE QUEEN: 

"Readers will root for Penny, a talented artist, as she develops her gifts and 
adapts to small-town life." --Kirkus
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Grounded: The Adventures of Rapunzel
by Megan Morrison, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 
US publisher: Arthur A Levine Books (Scholastic)

*The fairy-tale charm and emotional depth of ELLA ENCHANTED meets
the fully developed fantasy world of Harry Potter in this wonderful upper-
MG retelling of Rapunzel.*

In all of Tyme, from the Redlands to the Grey, no one is as lucky as Rapunzel. She 
lives in a magical tower room that obeys her every wish; she reads wonderful books 
starring herself as the heroine; her hair is the longest, strongest, and most glorious 
thing in the world. And she knows that because Witch tells her so—her beloved 
Witch, who protects her from evil princes, the dangerous ground beneath her tower, 
even unhappy thoughts. Rapunzel can’t imagine any other life.

Then a peasant named Jack, on an urgent quest of his own, climbs into her tower to 
steal one of her enchanted roses. He’s the first person Rapunzel has ever met who 
isn't completely charmed by her (well, the first person she’s met at all, really), and he 
is infuriating — especially when he hints that Witch isn’t telling her the whole truth. 
Driven by anger at Jack and her own nameless fears, Rapunzel descends to the 
ground for the first time, and finds a world filled with more peril than Witch 
promised . . . and more beauty, wonder, and adventure than she could have dreamed.

Weaving together elements and characters from the traditional fairy tales, Megan 
Morrison has crafted a story that is inventive and stunningly original, starting at the 
point where Rapunzel boldly follows a marauding prince out her tower and out into 
the world. What she discovers there, how she manages to survive, and where her 
journey takes her next is just the start of this page-turner that’s as beautifully written 
as it is compelling.

Megan Morrison has created a whole new fairytale world, with 7 books planned in 
the Tyme series. GROUNDED: THE ADVENTURES OF RAPUNZEL is the first 
book in the Tyme series, and the sequel DISENCHANTED: THE TRIALS OF 
CINDERELLA will be following in 2016.

"The novel does not miss a beat in creating Tyme, a beautifully described world 
with a seamless fusion of magical and nonmagical beings, scenery and objects... 
The characters are refreshingly three-dimensional, helping readers empathize with 
Rapunzel as she wrestles with universal feelings of love and betrayal—and priming 
readers of fairy tales to anticipate such novels as Wicked." - Kirkus starred review

From the series: Tyme series 

First publication: April 2015 

384 pages
Ages 12+

Erin Murphy Literary Agency

Megan Morrison

Megan Morrison is the author of GROUNDED: A TALE OF 
RAPUNZEL, due out summer 2015 from Arthur A. Levine 
Books/Scholastic. GROUNDED is the first book in the Tyme 
series, co-created with Ruth Virkus. You can follow Megan on 
her blog at makingtyme.blogspot.com or on Twitter at 
@megtyme. She is represented by Ammi-Joan Paquette.
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*A Gallagher Girls meets Indiana Jones style thriller*

Lilith Bennette arrives at Melios Manor, expecting to embark on a series of team 
building exercises at leadership conference, but when her team mentor shows up 
wounded, she is handed an ancient artifact that looks exactly like the necklace her 
late mother always wore, and pushed through a door to a deadly labyrinth, and an 
adventure of mythological proportions. Lil must move forward, remembering her 
mother's favourite saying: "Don't just live. Live boldly."

But is Lil bold enough to navigate the labyrinth without becoming another one of 
the bodies entombed below the Manor?

Keepers of the Labyrinth
by Erin Moulton, Proprietor: Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

US publisher: Philomel
First publication: August 2015

304 pages
Ages 12+

Erin Moulton

Erin E. Moulton graduated with an MFA in Writing for Children 
from the Vermont College of Fine Arts. She is the author of 
FLUTTER: The Story of Four Sisters and One Incredible 
Journey (Philomel/Penguin 2011), and TRACING STARS 
(Philomel/Penguin 2012). Erin is co-founder of the Kinship 
Writers Association. She lives in Southern New Hampshire 
with her husband and puppies where she writes, reads, drinks 
tea and dreams.

Erin Murphy Literary Agency

Praise for Erin Moulton:

TRACING STARS
"This improbable plot and spunky protagonist are appealing bait for a heartfelt, 
memorable story."--Kirkus Starred Review

"This timeless story perfectly captures the growth that summer affords kids when, 
after endless days and nights, they emerge truer versions of themselves. Readers 
won't soon forget Miss Indie Lee Chickory." -Booklist Starred Review

FLUTTER
"A page-turner of a survival story." -School Library Journal

"Moulton is an author to watch." -Booklist

“Moulton's charming debut explores the challenges and rewards of sisterhood….[in] 
a heartfelt tale of familial love, with just a touch of magic.”--Publishers Weekly
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* Neil Gaiman’s AMERICAN GODS meets Donna Tartt’s THE SECRET
HISTORY as teens in an art school must solve a classmate’s murder and 
avoid becoming pawns in a battle royale set in motion by ancient gods.*

Kaira Winters has never fit in, but at Islington Arts Academy, she feels like she 
finally has a shot at being normal. Because, well, being 'normal' around arts students 
leaves a lot to the imagination. The last few months of her high school career are 
looking pretty bright: she has kickass gay best friends, Ethan and Oliver; college 
applications are going...smoothly. And her dreams aren't bothering her nearly as 
much as they used to.

Until Chris shows up.  Now, she has to figure out what to do with the guy she's quite
literally been dreaming about every night for the last seven years. The guy she's been
in love with before they truly met. The guy her mentor swears will kill her, if she 
doesn't kill him first. Because if there's one thing she's learned, it's that her mentor is 
never wrong.

Shapeshifting Ravens never are.

Freya Shadechild is a daughter of Raven, a girl born in the depths of Niflheim, the 
land of the old gods, the Aesir. Her life has but one purpose: to complete the Trials 
of Ascension, to prove herself worthy of becoming a god amongst the mortals. 

Her path is set in stone: once she ascends to the mortal world, she must battle an 
avatar of Alfheim, all in the hopes of receiving the mortals' worship. But she cannot 
reverse her fate. No more than she can undo the terrible crimes she's committed in 
the name of duty. Not even victory will cleanse her lover's blood from her hands.

Both girls must battle their own demons, within and without, but their paths may not
be so separate after all. Even gods need a vessel. Even mortals dream of divinity. 
Kaira is the perfect avatar for a child of Raven. Whether she wants to be or not.

Ragnarok comes. And when it does, all will play their part.

Ravenborn 

Book 1: Darkness Divine 
by A R Kahler, Proprietor: Fuse Literary, Inc 
US publisher: Simon & Schuster
First publication: Summer 2016

55,000 words
Ages 12+

A R Kahler

Alex is many things, but first and foremost, he’s a Sagittarius. 
Born in Iowa and educated across the States, he’s taught 
circus in Amsterdam and Madrid, gotten madly lost in the 
Scottish wilderness, received his Masters in Creative Writing 
from Glasgow University, and drummed with Norse shamans. 
Sometimes he also walks about on stilts. Or sews. Or 
hammers tiny pieces of metal into pretty shapes. When he’s 
not writing or climbing in the rafters, he’s probably drinking 
coffee. And seeing as he currently resides in Seattle, there’s 
coffee aplenty. 
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*HOLES meets THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET. This is a unique,
strange, moving and a thought-provoking  tale of relationships between 
generations, the nature of truth and reality, and the possibility of 
miracles.*

Even though it seems like stories end, they never do; they just become new 
beginnings. In a circle, forever, like the rings of a tree . . .

Babysitting her 1000-year-old grandfather isn't how Carolina wants to spend her last 
summer before junior high, because Grandpa Serge has dementia and is meaner than 
a rattler. With Carol’s family fixing up Serge's sheep ranch to sell, she’s already 
counting down the days until they dump Serge at the assisted-living facility. Then 
she can go home. Sweet, air-conditioned home.

This stretch of New Mexico desert is so dry, the locals joke it's cursed with an eternal 
drought. But Serge takes that literally. He says a magic tree used to grow on the 
shores of a green lake, and honeybees lived in its blossoms. When the tree was 
chopped down, the bees were so furious they carried the lake away and the drought 
began. It won't rain again until the bees come back, Serge says. 

Carol rolls her eyes at Serge's wild stories, along with the rest of her family. But 
when she finds a beehive in the barn and hears thunder at night, she realizes that 
Serge could be less crazy than everyone thinks. There’s a mysterious connection 
between Carol and her dead grandma Rosa, whose wanderlust took her away from 
the valley, and as Serge’s stories of an extraordinary past begin to affect the present, 
Carol discovers that endings are only beginnings, and that the line between magic 
and reality, truth and fiction, can be very thin. 

As Carol begins to rethink her roots and her family, the storm clouds gather – and 
now Carol knows she must fight for the one person she used to avoid at all costs: 
crazy Grandpa Serge.

There's something happening under all that New Mexico sky, and it might be rain.

Hour of the Bees 
by Lindsay Eagar, Proprietor: Greenhouse Literary Agency

US publisher: Candlewick 
First publication: Spring 2016

50,000 words
Ages 8 - 12

Lindsay Eagar

Lindsay Eagar lives in the mountains of Utah with her young 
daughter. She has a BA in English from UVU and is now 
working towards her BA in History.  A classically trained 
pianist and an un-classically trained rock guitarist, Lindsay has 
also interned at a literary agency.
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*Charming, cute and heartfelt, this is a pitch-perfect, two-perspective
collaboration between Lindsey Leavitt and Robin Mellom – two very funny, 
perceptive authors who write seamlessly together.*

Olivia and Piper are two best friends who have always shared classes together, never
needing to branch out and make other friends. But now they’re in middle school and 
despite having seven classes a day, they somehow only coincide for 52 little minutes
How can they survive?

When Piper finds the sparkly notebook in Target, an idea takes shape. How about the
girls use the notebook (including flyers, brochures, receipts, scripts etc) to write to 
each other every day between classes - sharing all the ups and downs of their middle-
school experience?  Because now it’s time to break out of their shells and make new 
friends – even if that means venturing into a host of scary-sounding after-school 
clubs. LARPing, chess, Extreme Lego – they could all be amazing, right? Nothing 
ventured, nothing gained. Maybe?

With the notebook as the lifeline between them, the pages Olivia and Piper share – 
both hilarious and heartbreaking – will either bring them together . . . or tear them 
apart.

The Pages Between Us 
by Lindsey Leavitt and Robin Mellom

Proprietor: Greenhouse Literary Agency, US publisher: HarperCollins Inc
First publication: Spring 2016

Ages 9-12

Lindsey Leavitt

Lindsey Leavitt is a former elementary school teacher and 
present-day writer/mom to three (mostly) adorable girls. She is 
married to her high-school lab partner and lives in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. She is the author of the PRINCESS FOR HIRE 
series, SEAN GRISWOLD’S HEAD, & GOING VINTAGE.

Robin Mellom

Robin Mellom (www.robinmellom.com) has taught grades five 
through eight and has a master’s degree in education. Her first 
novel, Ditched: A Love Story, came out in January 2012. She 
lives with her husband and son on the central coast of 
California. Follow her on Twitter (@robinmellom).
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*Lyrical, with a great voice and sense of place, this is part ghost story/part
murder mystery!*

16-year-old Kara is on course to be a professional baker.  Perfectly designed and 
piped, her cookies are masterpieces, but also her route out of the rainy streets of 
Seattle where her family once lived, laughed and ultimately imploded after her hated 
big sister Kellen died in a drowning accident. Now Kara’s dad has gone, her mom 
has turned from high-powered attorney into nutty holy-rolling Christian 
fundamentalist who sells Soul Soup in the family café, and Kara is left staring in the 
windows of their old family home, remembering all that happened within those 
walls. If only Kara can win the baking competition and scholarship to La Patissierie 
culinary school, she can escape for ever – go to California then France and open her 
own bakery . . . Maybe Charlie, the cute boy from her childhood who’s just back in 
town, could even be by her side? 

But the past has many secrets, and Kara carries them all within her. As she pieces 
together the events that led to Kellen’s terrible, life-changing betrayal some years 
before, she starts seeing her dead sister out of the corner of her eye – teasing her, 
leading her on. An unwelcome ghost in dirty Ugg boots. And then there are the 
notes. With cryptic, provocative, menacing one-liners, Kara is being targeted by a 
mysterious stalker who always delivers his messages in the same distinctive 
envelopes. Someone is watching her. Someone who knows exactly where she is and 
what she is doing. But who does she trust enough to tell? As winter closes in, Kara 
works on her plan for winning the contest and re-making her life far from the 
memories and claustrophobia  of her family. But now the messages are becoming 
more frequent and more disturbing. And Kara realizes that if she doesn’t figure out 
who her stalker is, she could lose everything. Her chance of escape.  The boy she’s 
beginning to love and trust.  And her life . . .

"I loved Kara's voice. Filled with sweet and spicy characters, From Where I 
Watch You is a delectable YA thriller." - Jeanne Ryan, author of NERVE

"Lyrical prose + riveting mystery + mouth-watering baked goods = one of the best 
books I've read in years. I stayed up too late, creeped out and glued to the pages. 
Shannon's debut marks her as a voice to watch." - Mandy Hubbard, Author of 
Prada and Prejudice and Fool Me Twice

From Where I Watch You
by Shannon Grogran, Proprietor: Greenhouse Literary Agency

US publisher: Soho Teen
First publication: August 2015

304 pages
Ages 12+

Shannon Grogran

Shannon Grogan is a kindergarten teacher, writer and 
illustrator, and she holds degrees in Elementary Education, 
and Illustration. She lives in a tiny logging town in Western 
Washington with her Canadian husband, kids and Chihuahua. 
FROM WHERE I WATCH YOU is her debut novel.
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*An exquisitely wrought epic about love in the face of inevitable loss, and
why it matters, even as we know how every love story someday ends.*

‘Someday, everyone you love will die. Everything you love will crumble to ruin. This 
is the price of life. This is the price of love. It is the only ending for every true story.’

Henry Bishop and Flora Saudade are a pair of young musicians living in 1937 Seattle, 
where the Great Depression still hangs heavy, and where a mistake or bout of bad luck 
can mean ruin. Henry, the last survivor of his family, is poised for a college 
scholarship, even as he dreams of music and girls. Flora, meanwhile, wants nothing 
of love. A jazz singer at her family’s club, she dreams of flight and the freedom she 
can find only in the sky.

Love and Death have other plans for the pair. These shape-shifting immortals chose 
Henry and Flora when the humans were infants to be pawns in a deadly game meant 
to determine which force is stronger: love or death. In the long history of the game, 
Love has never won, and Henry and Flora are the most challenging players of all. One 
is white, one is black. One is surrounded by wealth. The other is not. They share a 
love of music, but even in that, they speak different languages. Despite this, they have 
one chance to survive: to choose each other, even as it costs them everything else.

Rights Sold
German(Loewe), Portuguese SA(Verus Editora)

"Brockenbrough's precise, luscious prose cuts back and forth among the four 
protagonists, according each character equal depth, with Ethan playing a 
heartbreaking supporting role. The contrast between the youthful excitement of 
ardent Henry and pragmatic Flora and the ageless, apparent ennui of the immortals
gains nuance as readers come to understand that Love and Death are not without 
their own complicated feelings. Race, class, fate and choice—they join Love and 
Death to play their parts in Brockenbrough's haunting and masterfully orchestrated 
narrative." - Kirkus starred review

"Brockenbrough (Devine Intervention) never sugarcoats the obstacles facing Henry 
and Flora’s love—whether human prejudices or supernatural manipulations—in 
this inventive and affecting novel, and the ending in which Flora, who has seen too 
many people die, realizes how love and death intertwine, is beautiful." - Publishe's 
Weekly starred review

The Game of Love and Death
by Martha Brockenbrough, Proprietor: Greenhouse Literary Agency

UK publisher: Scholastic Children's Books, US publisher: Scholastic Inc
First publication: May 2015

320 pages

Ages 12+

Greenhouse Literary Agency

Praise for Martha Brockenbrough’s debut novel, DEVINE INTERVENTION, one of 
Kirkus Reviews Top 100 Books for Teens in 2012:
"Frequently hysterical ... devastatingly honest writing that surprises with its 
occasional beauty and hits home with the keenness of its insight."- Kirkus starred 
review

Martha Brockenbrough

Martha Brockenbrough is the author of the young adult novel 
Devine Intervention, and the founder of National Grammar 
Day. She volunteers with Readergirlz.com, and lives in Seattle 
with her husband, their two daughters, their two dogs — and 
all of their many, many teeth.
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*A gritty and vividly imagined urban fantasy about the complexity of love,
war and loyalty.*

Sixteen-year-old fairy Beckan Molloy keeps her father in a jar. All she has left is an 
eye and some glitter, but it’s not so bad; fairies never die, no matter how maimed life
with the gnomes has left them.

In their city of Ferrum, there is a tenuous truce with the subterranean gnomes— that 
is until the Tightropers arrive to “liberate” the fairies. Beckan and childhood friends 
Scrap and Josha are the only fairies to stay behind when the war begins. To survive, 
they turn tricks for the gnomes, a risky proposition as most would gobble a fairy 
whole as soon as sleep with her. Beckan finds herself caught between two opposing 
factions: On one side Tier, the kind gnome boy who wants Beckan’s romantic 
advice. On the other side Piccolo, a Tightroper general’s son who protests the war. In
the middle, her boys, Scrap and Josha, too close to be lovers, but something more 
than friends.

A HISTORY OF GLITTER AND BLOOD brings achingly true relationships to life 
in an otherworldly but familiar milieu, comparable to both Markus Zusak’s THE 
BOOK THIEF and Rachel Hartman’s SERAPHINA. The ‘scrapbook’ style lends 
itself to a heavily art-directed package, as with Miss Peregrine's HOME FOR 
PECULIAN CHILDREN or Patrick Ness’s CHAOS WALKING Walking trilogy.

A History of Glitter and Blood
by Hannah Moskowitz, Proprietor: Greenhouse Literary Agency

US publisher: Chronicle Children's Books
First publication: Fall 2015

60,000 words
Ages 12+

Hannah Moskowitz

First published at sixteen, Hannah Moskowitz is the author of 
two middle-grade and four young adult novels. Her latest YA, 
TEETH (Simon Pulse, 2013), has received three starred 
reviews. Last year’s GONE GONE GONE (also Pulse) landed 
on the ALA’s Rainbow List and received a Stonewall Honor.

Greenhouse Literary Agency

Praise for TEETH:

"Provocative, unsettling, complex and multilayered." - starred, Kirkus Reviews

“[A]n ungothic gothic, a harshly unmagical work of magical realism…no matter 
what readers are expecting, they’re certain to find surprises. Between the 
provocative questions, the warm and weird friendship, and the blurring of the edges 
of reality, readers will be hooked.” - starred, The Bulletin

“[R]ealistic, even gritty, drama, fueled by Moskowitz’s brand of stream-of-
consciousness wonder, tumbling emotion, and dark undertones.” - starred, Booklist 

Praise for GONE, GONE, GONE:

“[A] quiet, insightful drama….Moskowitz captures the teenage mentality and voice 
in this tender yet emotionally complex romance…” --Publishers Weekly
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Places No One Knows  

*A type-A girl falls for the most imperfect boy in school through a series
of inexplicable dreams, which change how she feels about herself, her 
future, and love.*

Waverly Camdenmar's life is dominated by achievement, competition, and 
functioning as the power behind the throne in her school’s little kingdom of 
popularity. But even the most ruthless mercenary has weaknesses. Perfection is 
exhausting, and her longstanding alliance with queen-bee Maribeth rests on a 
foundation of resentment, anxiety, and self-control. Waverly’s name might be at 
the top of every leader board, but she hasn’t slept in days.

In a last-ditch attempt to sleep,a counting exercise ends with Waverly 
materializing in front of one of the school’s most notorious burn-outs across 
town. Marshall is not someone Waverly would ever consider … well, she would 
just never consider him. He is everything she isn't: self-destructive, unsuccessful, 
and he doesn't care what other people think. But despite herself, her curiosity is 
piqued. He sees her—really sees her —and his earnestness and his empathy are 
strangely affecting.

In these ghostly dreams, Waverly can do what she wants and say what she thinks, 
without risk or repercussion. Her encounters with Marshall are growing steadily 
more intimate.

Waverly gradually begins to undertand the truth - it’s hard to be cavalier about 
hurting people when you know them. When you love them. 

Praise for FIENDISH:
"The atmosphere in Yovanoff’s latest is eerily reminiscent of To Kill a 
Mockingbird...This beguiling amalgamation of the magical and modern worlds 
will have readers mesmerized." - Kirkus starred review

Praise for THE REPLACEMENT:
“Well-developed characters, a fascinating Fairy Court, an exciting story line, 
wicked cover art…this book has the makings of a success.” –Publishers Weekly 

“Unsettling villains and intriguing moral ambivalence make this effort shockingly 
original and…breathtaking.” – Booklist, starred review 

by Brenna Yovanoff, Proprietor: Greenhouse Literary Agency

US publisher: Delacorte Books for Young Readers
First publication: Spring 2016

70,000 words
Ages 12+

Greenhouse Literary Agency

Brenna Yovanoff

Brenna Yovanoff is the author of the New York Times 
bestselling young adult novel THE REPLACEMENT, THE 
SPACE BETWEEN and PAPER VALENTINE. Visit her online 
at www.brennayovanoff.com.
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*A rowdy, fantastical adventure set in a colorful and original world.*

In the two-bit town of Rouge City, humans live alongside creatures: trolls, 
leprechauns, banshees, werewolves and vampires, for a start. Westie is the notorious 
adopted daughter of local inventor Nigel. She’s tough as chupacabra hide (keeps 
one for a pet, as it happens), foul-mouthed and nothing but trouble. She’s made all 
the more fearsome by her “machine,” the robotic arm built for her by Nigel. The 
only one who seems able to tame her is Alistair, Nigel’s young assistant, and 
Westie’s childhood love.

Then the Fairfields come to town—a wealthy family set to invest in Nigel’s latest 
machine, which can harvest magic from gold— but there’s one problem: the 
Fairfields look exactly like the family who killed and ate Westie’s kin. To prove their 
guilt, she will need to marshal her wild side, sober up, and fight for all she’s worth.

A thrilling mash-up of genres akin to Kill Bill or Cowboy Bebop, REVENGE AND 
THE WILD will appeal to fans of adventure, light fantasy, westerns, and horror, the 
likes of Rot & Ruin, Cinder, 13th Child, and Daughter of Smoke & Bone.

Revenge and the Wild
by Michelle Modesto, Proprietor: Greenhouse Literary Agency

US publisher: Balzer & Bray (HarperCollins Inc.)
First publication: Spring 2016

Product line: Fiction

Ages 10+

Michelle Modesto

Michelle Modesto is an associate editor at Gold Man Review, 
a west coast literary journal. She is also a former tattoo artist 
and works as a dog groomer and rescuer. She loves hockey, 
mudding and redneck things. She lives in Northern California 
with her two kids and a couple of bed-hogging bull mastiffs.
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* Gorgeous modern classic about a flea who becomes a giant-slayer *

Greta is a girl on a mission: to venture to Avalon and bring back a hero who can save
her home from destruction by the monstrous giant Yuk. Many heroes have tried 
before now. Many have failed. 

What Greta needs is a hero whose courage and self-belief are greater than himself. 

She needs Hercufleas. 

The only problem: he is a flea, no bigger than a raisin. But the smallest person might
just have the biggest effect...

From the author of THE SNOW MERCHANT, this is a classic in the making.

Praise for THE SNOW MERCHANT:
"A tale of self discovery, family and friendship...an inventive and accomplished 
debut." - Daniel Hahn Independent on Sunday

"A delightful debut...full of action and invention." - Nicolette Jones, Sunday Times

"A germ of JK and a pinch of Pullman." - Times Educational Supplement

"A very promising debut novel from Gayton, full of fairytale and fun, which should 
appeal to Lemony Snicket fans." - Sally Morris, Daily Mail

Hercufleas
by Sam Gayton, Proprietor: Lindsay Literary Agency

UK publisher: Andersen Press, US publisher: Clarion Books
First publication: April 2015

288 pages

Ages 8-12

Sam Gayton

Sam Gayton lives in South London. His first novel, ‘The Snow 
Merchant’ was published by Andersen Press in 2011 and his 
next book, ‘Lilliput’ in March 2013. In 2009 Sam completed the 
Writing for Young People MA at Bath Spa University. He loves 
American novels, Italian food and the English countryside. He 
is interested in quests and adventure stories, fantasy, 
dystopias, steampunk worlds, secret histories and fables. He 
plays the guitar, is learning the banjo, and has just bought an 
accordion. His first play for children, ‘Clockheart Boy’, toured 
nationally in 2010 and his first pantomime, ‘Robin Hood’, was 
performed at The Egg Theatre, Bath.
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*YA sci-fi thriller by Mike  Lancaster, the author of HUMAN.4 and THE
FUTURE WE LEFT BEHIND.*

Ani is fifteen and lives on a council estate in Cambridge and loves nothing better 
than spending hours on her computer hacking into places she’s not supposed to go. 
Joe, on the other hand, is seventeen and a child operative in an experimental wing of 
the UK security services.

When Ani comes across a highly encripted .wav (sound) file she uncovers a real 
danger which forces her to go on the run. Meanwhile Joe is on a mission to infiltrate 
a new music cult attracting Britain’s brightest teenage brains, X-Core.

Joe and Ani meet at a gig after she discovers the .wav file has a dangerous and 
addictive power and is present in all X-Core songs. Together they must work out 
how to stop the .wav before it's too late -  but how do you stop a sound?

A powerful novel set in current times.

Priase for 0.4
"If you just want to try something completely weird which provides you a fascinating
insight on humanity, this book is for you." - The Guardian review

Dotwav
by Mike Lancaster, Proprietor: Lindsay Literary Agency 

UK publisher: Egmont UK
First publication: November 2015

352 pages

Ages 12+

Mike Lancaster

Mike Lancaster lives in Cambridge with his wife, kids, dogs, 
cats, horses, the Leopard Geckos, and somewhere in 
between the zoo-keeping he writes stories.
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*The Wizard of Oz collides with fairy tales - a princess whose unknowing
wish upon a cursed star threatens to release the wickedest witch of all - 
unless she can find a way over the homicidal rainbow.*

Fairy Tale Survival Rule #32: If you find yourself at the mercy of a wicked witch, 
sing a romantic ballad and wait for your Prince Charming to save the day.

Yeah, no thanks. Dorthea is completely princed out. Sure being the crown princess 
of Emerald has its perks—like Glenda Original ball gowns and Hans Christian 
Louboutin heels. But a forced marriage to the not-so-charming prince Kato is so not 
what Dorthea had in mind for her enchanted future.

Talk about unhappily ever after.

Trying to fix her prince problem by wishing on a (cursed) star royally backfires, 
leaving the kingdom in chaos and her parents stuck in some place called "Kansas." 
Now it's up to Dorthea and her pixed off prince to find the mysterious Wizard of Oz 
and undo the curse...before it releases the wickedest witch of all and spells The End 
for the world of Story.

Spelled
by Betsy Schow, Proprietor: Mansion Street Literary Management 

US publisher: Sourcebooks
First publication: Summer 2015

320 pages

Ages 12+

Betsy Schow

Betsy Schow is the author of FINISHED BEING FAT: An 
Accidental Adventure in Losing Weight and Learning to Finish 
(Cedar Fort, 2013). She has been featured in a variety of news 
articles and television programs—including The Wall Street 
Journal and the Today Show. She is a correspondent with the 
Provo Daily Herald and is working toward a Bachelor of Arts 
degree. She lives in Utah with her husband and two children.
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* The first middle grade novel from acclaimed YA author, Jason Reynolds *

When Genie and his older brother Ernie are sent to the middle of nowhere to spend 
the summer with the grandmother and grandfather (who’s blind as a bat) they’re sure
they’re in for the most boring summer of their lives.

But as they get to know their grandfather and the family history begins to unfold, 
Genie soon realizes that maybe he’s not as tough as he thinks he is and that maybe 
being a man doesn’t just mean one thing.

As Brave As You
by Jason Reynolds, Proprietor: Pippin Properties
US publisher: Atheneum (Simon & Schuster)
First publication: Spring 2016

Ages 10-14

Jason Reynolds

Jason Reynolds studied at the University of Maryland where 
he earned a degree in English, with a concentration in Writing 
and Rhetoric. His first YA novel, WHEN I WAS THE 
GREATEST, hit shelves in 2014. He currently lives in 
Brooklyn, New York, where you can find him walking the four 
blocks from the train to his apartment talking to himself—
repeating character names and plot lines over and over again 
so he doesn't forget them. Visit him online at 
jasonwritesbooks.com.Pippin Properties, Inc

Praise for WHEN I WAS THE GREATEST, Jason's debut novel:

*Winner of the Coretta Scott King John Steptoe Award 2015*

"This title is an easy sell to teens living in urban areas but will appeal to anyone 
looking for realistic protagonists in the daily grind, learning about themselves and one 
another. Reynolds is an author to watch." - School Library Journal, starred review

"Reynolds thematically addresses much more—race and class divisions in New York, 
taking ownership of one's actions, and standing up for what’s right—without ever 
sounding preachy." - Publishers Weekly, starred review

Praise for THE BOY IN THE BLACK SUIT:
"A vivid, satisfying and ultimately upbeat tale of grief, redemption and grace." - Kirkus

"Reynolds’ second novel quickly becomes a superb, character-driven story. His 
protagonist Matt is a wonderfully sympathetic, multidimensional character whose 
voice is a perfect match for the material and whose relationships with Love and Mr. 
Ray—also a fascinating character—are beautifully realized. This quiet story is clearly 
a winner. - Booklist

"Reynolds has a fantastic ear for the easy, lyrical expressions and idioms of his 
characters... Reynolds’ work here makes him a fine heir to the Walter Dean Myers 
tradition of loving storytelling that captures the heart and humor of multigenerational 
black urban experience." - BCCB, starred review

"For a novel all about death, Reynold's impressive sophomore effort is full of that 
life." - NPR
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*Fans of BIG FISH, PETER PAN, and Roald Dahl will fall in love with
CIRCUS MIRANDUS, which celebrates the power of seeing magic in world.*

Do you believe in magic?
Micah Tuttle does.

Even though his awful Great-Aunt Gertrudis doesn’t approve, Micah believes in the 
stories his dying Grandpa Ephraim tells him of the magical Circus Mirandus: the 
invisible tiger guarding the gates, the beautiful flying birdwoman, and the magician 
more powerful than any other—the Man Who Bends Light. Finally, Grandpa 
Ephraim offers proof. The Circus is real. And the Lightbender owes Ephraim a 
miracle. With his friend Jenny Mendoza in tow, Micah sets out to find the Circus 
and the man he believes will save his grandfather.

The only problem is, the Lightbender doesn't want to keep his promise. And now 
it's up to Micah to get the miracle he came for.

Namrata Tripathi at Dial Books for Young Readers took North American rights, at 
auction in a two-book deal, with UK & Comm rights going to Chicken House at 
auction.

**Film rights optioned to Stone Village Production**

Rights Sold
Croatian (Profil Knjiga), Italian (De Agostini), UK (Chicken House)

Circus Mirandus
by Cassie Beasley, Proprietor: Pippin Properties

UK publisher: Chicken House, US publisher: Dial Books (Penguin)
First publication: June 2015

300 pages

Ages 9-12

Cassie Beasley

Cassie Beasley is from rural Georgia where she helps out 
on the family farm, when she’s not writing. She earned her 
BA in Writing & Linguistics at Georgia Southern University, 
and she recently completed her MFA in Writing for Children 
& Young Adults at Vermont College of Fine Arts. Cassie 
writes for both middle grade and young adult audiences. 
She is currently working on the sequel to her debut novel, 
CIRCUS MIRANDUS.

Pippin Properties, Inc

"A delicious confection and much more: it shows that the human heart is delicate, 
that it matters, and that it must be handled with care." - Kirkus, starred review
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*A young boy and his family face tough financial times with resilience,
humor, love and the unlikely aid of an imaginary friend, who just happens to 
be a cat. *

Martin and his family, which consists of his parents, his younger brother Jackson 
and their dog Bix, have found themselves reduced to living out of their minivan 
after falling on hard times. And yet, as a family, they're set on finding a way to 
handle the situation with love, humor and resilience. 

That is, until Martin's imaginary friend Crenshaw, who happens to also be a cat, 
comes along to disrupt their family dynamics. 

Told in the simplest yet sweetest of prose, Katherine Applegate has taken on the 
plight of the homeless family, giving them dignity and understanding and a little bit 
of fun along the way.

This is the latest novel from Katherine Applegate, winner of the 2013 Newbery 
Medal and #1 New York Times bestselling author.

Praise for Katherine's last novel, Newbery award-winning THE ONE AND ONLY 
IVAN:
"How Ivan confronts his harrowing past yet stays true to his nature exemplifies 
everything youngsters need to know about courage.” - Kirkus, starred review

“The characters will capture readers’ hearts and never let go.  A must-have.” 
- School Library Journal, starred review

“Extraordinary.” - Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books, starred review

"Discover an animal hero that will take his place with other courageous and 
beloved animals such as Babe, Mrs. Frisby, Charlotte and Wilbur. Adults reading 
this aloud with children will find it just as rewarding.” - Shelf Awareness

Crenshaw
by Katherine Applegate, Proprietor: Pippin Properties

US publisher: Feiwel & Friends (Macmillan US)
First publication: September 2015

Ages 9-12

Katherine Applegate

Katherine Applegate has written many books for children and 
young adults, including THE BUFFALO STORM (a picture 
book), ROSCOE RILEY RULES (a chapter book series), and 
ANIMORPHS (which she wrote with her husband, Michael 
Grant). Her novel HOME OF THE BRAVE was awarded the 
2008 Golden Kite Award for Best Fiction, the Bank Street 
2008 Josette Frank Award for children's fiction, and was a 
Judy Lopez Memorial Award honor book. In 2013, she won 
the Newbery Medal for THE ONE AND ONLY IVAN which 
she was inspired to write after reading about the true story of 
a captive gorilla known as Ivan, the Shopping Mall Gorilla. 
She lives in California with her husband, two children, and 
assorted pets. 
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*Gorgeous new novel from New York Times bestselling author, Alison
McGhee, and illustrated by Christopher Denise.*

Welcome to Firefly Hollow.

Welcome to the clearing in the middle of the pine woods and the hollow tree in its 
midst. 

Welcome to the little fireflies floating forth at dusk to practice their aerial 
maneuvers, welcome to the School for Young Crickets where the little crickets 
practice singing, and welcome to the riverbank, where quiet Vole lives on an old 
boat moored to a white birch.

Welcome to the house where the boy Peter lives with his parents.

Firefly Hollow is a world like ours, where children dream of worlds beyond this one.
Firefly wants to fly up to the moon and the stars. Cricket wants to be a famous 
baseball player. Peter wants to escape from sadness too big to bare. Vole too has a 
dream, but it is hidden away in his heart.

In Firefly Hollow, young crickets and fireflies and voles and human children can talk
with each other. Understand each other. Become friends. . . for a while. But time 
passes, the human world and the creature world begin to diverge, and Firefly and 
Cricket and Vole and Peter each have a choice to make. 

The choice to follow your dreams is a beautiful one and a necessary one. And it is 
not easy.

Rights Sold 
German (Carl Hanser)

Firefly Hollow
by Alison McGhee,  illustrated by Christopher Denise

Proprietor: Pippin Properties, US publisher: Atheneum (Simon & Schuster) 
First publication: Summer 2015
304 pages

Ages 8-12

Christopher Denise

Christopher Denise is an award-winning children’s 
book illustrator and visual development artist. His first 
book, a retelling of the Russian folktale THE FOOL OF 
THE WORLD AND THE FLYING SHIP, was 
pronounced “a stunning debut” by Publishers Weekly. 
Since then, Chris has illustrated more than twenty 
books for children and his books have appeared on the 
New York Times bestseller list. He lives in Rhode 
Island with his family. 

Pippin Properties, Inc

Alison McGhee

Alison McGhee is a Pulitzer Prize nominee and a #1 New York 
Times bestselling author. She writes for all ages and in all 
forms, from poetry and stories to novels and picture books and 
essays, and her books are popular with critics and readers 
alike. Her novel SHADOW BABY was a Today Show Book 
Club pick, and her picture book SOMEDAY was featured on 
NPR.
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Scholastic Australia

Pup Patrol 
Book 1: Farm Rescue
by Darren & Sally Odgers, illustrated by Janine Dawson 
Proprietor: Scholastic Australia

* My name is Barnaby Station Stamp of Approval, but you can call me
Stamp *

Stamp is having a pawfectly wonderful time travelling around the country with his 
owner James and his terrier friend, Ace, in the Fourby 4WD. As the Pup Patrol drive
around Australia, they not only meet lots of new friends, but they have plenty of time
for some wild adventures, too!

First in a series with two further titles signed up.

First publication: March 2015 
96 pages

Ages 6-9

Darren & Sally Odgers 

Sally Odgers has written many books for children, including 
the perennial favourite Bunyips Don’t! Sally and her husband 
Darrel Odgers wrote the hilarious Jack Russell mysteries and 
the Pet Vet series.
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* There’s something very odd about this house … *

From the moment Ellen arrives, she can feel something stirring in the old house. 
It's almost as if it's alive. Is there a ghost, as the kids at her new school say? Or is 
it something stranger? And why is there a tower with no door?

When the dried-up fountain in the overgrown garden suddenly spouts water and 
weird messages appear, Ellen must find her way into the mysterious, magical and 
dangerous world that has been waiting for her …

A ghost story with a difference!

88 Lime Street: The Way In
by Denise Kirby, Proprietor: Scholastic Australia 
First publication: May 2015

272 pages

Ages 8-12

Denise Kirby

Denise Kirby is the author of YA titles Body on the Rocks and 
The Black Night. She has had leading roles with major 
Australian theatre companies – from Shakespeare to Little 
Shop of Horrors – and has narrated audio books including the 
Australian classic Snugglepot and Cuddlepie. She has also 
appeared in television series such as Neighbours, Home and 
Away, All Saints, Water Rats and Police Rescue and in the 
feature films Blackrock and Charlotte’s Web. Denise lives in 
Sydney with her husband, her musical daughter and the family 
cat, Poppy.
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Scholastic Australia

Yes, they're bad guys and everyone knows it.  
They sound like the Bad Guys, they looks like the Bad Guys.  
They're scary and dangerous, and well... just bad.

But these guys want to be heroes. And they're going to prove it by doing good 
deeds. Whether you want them to or not.

Mr Wolf has a daring plan for the Bad Guys’ first good mission. The gang are 
going to break 200 dogs out of the Maximum Security City Dog Pound. Will 
Operation Dog Pound go smoothly? Who is going to wear that dress Mr Wolf is 
holding? Will the Bad Guys become the Good Guys? And will Mr Snake please 
spit out Mr Piranha? 

Buckle up for the funniest, naughtiest, and coolest book you'll ever read.  It's time 
to meet the Bad Guys.

Great new series with huge boy appeal.

Episode 1: July 2015
Episode 2: November 2015

The Bad Guys
by Aaron Blabey, Proprietor: Scholastic Australia 
First publication: July 2015

144 pages

Ages 9-12

*Mr Wolf.  Mr Shark.  Mr Snake.  Mr Piranha.  Not the kind of people 
you want to meet on a dark night... *
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Dragon Knight 
by Kyle Mewburn, by Donovan Bixley
Proprietor: Scholastic Australia

* Exciting new series from the creators of the best-selling Dinosaur Rescue
books *

Merek and his family are shape-shifting dragons, living in a human world. It is 
Mere’s heartfelt desire to become a knight, and when he gets chosen for Knight 
School, he thinks all his dreams have come true. But trying to keep his dragon 
identity secret - in an occupation that routinely sets out to vanquish dragons – 
proves a real test for the young trainee knight.

Fans of Kyle Mewburn and Donovan Bixley’s popular series DINOSAUR RESCUE
will easily transition from dinosaurs to dragons in this new series. Bixley’s hilarious 
illustrations perfectly complement Mewburn’s humorous text. 

Book 1: Fire! (Mar 2015)
Book 2: Rats! (Apr 2015)
Book 3: Witch! (Aug 2015)
Book 4: Dragons! (Sep 2015)

Praise for Mewburn & Bixley’s Dinosaur Rescue series:

“Kyle and Donovan are a perfect team – their humour in words and pictures seep 
from every page.”– KidsBooksNZ

“Really gross, full of revolting, slap-stick humour and facts, and featuring hilarious 
illustrations and diagrams on every page, this new series is a winner for boys 
especially.” – The Children’s Bookshop, Wellington

“Young boys (and girls) … will take great delight in this new series and will be 
wanting to know more about life in stone-age times.” – Magpies

First publication: March 2015

96 pages

Ages 7-10

Kyle Mewburn

Kyle Mewburn has had over 40 children’s books published in 
nine countries. His work has won numerous awards, including 
the NZ Post Children’s Book of the Year award for Old Hu-Hu. 
His other titles include Kiss! Kiss! Yuck! Yuck! (winner of Best 
Picture Book and Children's Choice at the 2008 NZ Post Book 
Awards), Melu (Children's Choice winner at the 2013 NZ Post 
Book Awards), as well as the popular series collaboration with 
Donovan Bixley, Dinosaur Rescue. Originally from Brisbane, 
Kyle lives with his wife in Central Otago.

Scholastic Australia

Donovan Bixley

Donovan Bixley is a talented artist with a range of styles. His 
work brings another dimension to Mewburn’s text, often 
adding hilarious bits of his own to enhance the storyline. 
Donovan has illustrated a number of picture books with 
Scholastic, including Phoebe and the Night Creatures, Kiwi 
Corkers Wacko Kakapo and The Tuatara and the Skink, and 
Monkey Boy, his debut comic book/novel as author and 
illustrator. Donovan lives with his wife and young family in 
Taupo.
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Ella Diaries 
by Meredith Costain, illustrated by Danielle McDonald
Proprietor: Scholastic Australia

* TOM GATES meets DORK DIARIES for young girls *

"WARNING: You are about to read my UTTERLY BIGGEST SECRETS. Can I 
trust you? OK then. I’m Ella, and this is my diary."

It’s a new school year, and everything is perfect. Ella has a new uniform, glittery 
stationery and can’t wait to meet her new teacher. Until class starts that is, and 
EVERYTHING goes wrong. She can’t believe she has to sit next to her absolutely 
WORST ENEMY EVER, Peach Parker! No matter how far she moves her pencil 
case across the desk, Peach is in her SPACE. Where’s her BFF Zoe? Can this year 
get ANY WORSE?

Each story sees Ella face off against her nemesis Peach Parker, but with the support 
of her BFF Zoe, and a strong sense of right and wrong, Ella traverses life at school 
and home with a fun and endearing, light-hearted approach.

This is the first in a new series and five books have been signed up.

Book 1: Double Dare You (Feb 2015)
Book 2: Ballet Backflip (Feb 2015)
Book 3: I Heart Pets (May 2015)
Book 4: TBD (Aug 2015)
Book 5: TBD (Oct 2015)

First publication:  February 2015 
144 pages

Ages 7-10

Meredith Costain

Meredith Costain is an award-winning children’s writer. She is 
also a musician and teacher. She grew up on a dairy farm in 
West Gippsland, Victoria, but she preferred reading books and 
writing stories and poems to milking cows (although she loved 
playing with the dog and chooks).

Danielle McDonald

Danielle McDonald is driven by a passion for colour and a love 
for creating fun characters. She is a graphic designer and 
children’s book illustrator, and has designed plush toys, 
bedding, home wares and all kinds of amazing things for kids.
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Scream 
by Jack Heath, Proprietor: Scholastic Australia

*One supernatural shipwreck will dominate a small town. Four school-kids
will encounter TERRIFYING events Will ANYONE survive?*

A cargo ship ran aground near the small coastal town of Axe Falls six years ago. 
Some young residents are experiencing peculiar occurrences and each of the books 
tells of their strange, spooky and potentially deadly encounters.

Book 1: THE HUMAN FLYTRAP
Josh moves to a spooky run-down old house, and as if that’s not bad enough, he’s 
next on the menu for a monster Venus Flytrap with a bloodthirsty appetite.

Book 2: THE SPIDER ARMY
A giant spider queen lurks in the library. Will Yvette escape its hairy clutches, or 
will the spider army track her down?

Book 3: THE HUNTED BOOK
When Dale starts reading an old, hand-written book, starting with the words: Do not 
stop reading; my life depends on it, strange things begin to happen.

Book 4: THE SQUID SLAYER
Sarah will do almost anything to prove ghosts exist. But when her search leads to the 
dilapidated hulk of a sunken ship, a terrifying monster lies in wait.

Praise for Jack Heath’s previous publications:

"…REPLICA has a clever structure, a propulsive plot and headwrecking content. 
It’ s a ripper of a book." – Simmone Howell, author of GIRL, DEFECTIVE

First publication: May 2014 
144 pages

Ages 9-12

Jack Heath

Jack Heath is an Australian author who wrote his first book 
The Lab at age 13 and was offered a publishing contract for it 
when he was 18. Since then, Jack has written more than 7 
thrilling, heart-thumping books for teens and has been 
shortlisted for numerous writing awards in both Australia and 
overseas.
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Star of Deltora 
by Emily Rodda, Proprietor: Scholastic Australia

* New series from Australia's No 1 fantasy writer for children! A page-
turning, magical, and completely unexpected adventure.*

Britta of Del wants nothing less than to be the new Apprentice Trader of the Rosalyn
fleet. Family and friends and even the terrible secret of her parentage will not stop 
her. But how can she succeed when her true identity must surely be guessed by 
Trader Mab, who knew her father, and the crew of the Star of Deltora? 

Relying on no more than her wits and the kind acts of friends she makes along the 
way, Britta is drawn closer and closer to her terrible destiny.

For the first time – a female main character in a series set in the Silver Seas of 
Deltora.

Book 1: Shadows of the Master (Aug 2015)
Book 2: Two Moons (Nov 2015)
Book 3: The Towers of Illica (Apr 2016)
Book 4: The Hungry Isle (Sep 2016)

First publication: August 2015

176 pages

Ages 8-12

Emily Rodda

Emily Rodda (real name Jennifer Rowe) was born in Sydney, 
Australia and graduated from the University of Sydney in 1973 
with an MA (Hons) in English Literature. Moving into a 
publishing career, first as a book editor, and finally as a 
publisher at Angus & Robertson, Rodda's first book was 
published in 1984.
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* Marking the 70th anniversary of the liberation of the camps comes this
new series introducing the holocaust and its importance and impact to 
younger readers *

Only this afternoon Papa had warned us of the German threat to Poland. Now the 
Luftwaffe’s bombs had succeeded in convincing us that everything was about to 
change.

Hanna Kaminsky loves gymnastics, her best friend Eva, Elza’s chicken soup with 
dumplings, and reading. But in September 1939 the happy life that Hanna has always
known disappears.

The Nazis have invaded Poland and are herding all Jews into ghettos in the cities. 
Hanna’s family are forced into hiding in the countryside. For a while it seems they 
are safe. But hiding from the Germans means trusting others.

Rounded up by the SS, Hanna and her family are sent to the Warsaw Ghetto where 
they must use whatever skills they have to survive.

A second book, MY HOLOCAUST STORY: MIRI by Robyn Bavati - a story 
about the Warsaw Ghetto uprising and a 12 year old girl Miri’s subsequent 
escape, will be coming in 2016.

My Holocaust Story 

Book 1: Hanna 
by Goldie Alexander, Proprietor: Scholastic Australia 
First publication: March 2015

208 pages

Ages 11+

Goldie Alexander

Goldie Alexander is the author of over 80 books for children 
and young adults. She is known for writing historical fiction, 
science fiction, fantasy and mystery novels Her Scholastic title 
My Australian Story: Surviving Sydney Cove is now in its 10th 
edition. Goldie’s parents migrated from Poland just before the 
2nd World War.
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* Third novel from well-reviewed author of OUR LITTLE SECRET and
STRESSHEAD *

Bombs are raining down around Niko and his family. They are running out of food 
and everywhere there is danger and uncertainty. The only things Niko has to hold on
to are his family and his best friend, Nedim. And the only escape is through a long 
dark tunnel. Can Niko find the courage to face his worst fear?

This factually based and compelling read is set in the former Yugoslavia during the 
Siege of Sarajevo.

Paper Planes
by Allayne Webster, Proprietor: Scholastic Australia 
First publication: September 2014

192 pages

Ages 12+

Allayne Webster

Allayne L. Webster grew up in the coastal town of Kingston, 
South Australia. She now lives in Adelaide with her husband 
and teenage son. She is the proud recipient of two Arts SA 
grants and the author of three books including two young adult 
novels, Our Little Secret and Stresshead, and a younger 
reader novel, Barnesy.
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The Seven Signs 
by Michael Adams, Proprietor: Scholastic Australia

*Seven teenagers. Seven signs. Seven days to save the world *

Enter the DARE awards . . . make your dreams come true!

The seven winners of the inaugural DARE awards are thrust together on a life-
changing journey, to cross seven continents in seven days. But on the eve of their 
adventure, they receive The First Sign. Before they can solve the puzzle of the 
mysterious symbols, a deadly attack throws one of them into a terrifying fight for 
life. 

Soon they are all battling an epic seven-day countdown to destruction. Can they 
stand together and solve The Seven Signs before their time is up?

Across seven thrilling instalments, seven young heroes must race across seven 
continents to decode The Seven Signs and stop a catastrophic cyberattack that 
will unleash World War III.

Book 1: Skyfire (Sep 2015)
Book 2: Carnage (Nov 2015)
Book 3: Wipeout (Feb 2016)
Book 4: Killswitch (Apr 2016)
Book 5: Crimewave (Jun 2016)
Book 6: Terrortide (Aug 2016)
Book 7: Battlefront (Oct 2016)

First publication: September 2015 
192 pages

Ages 10+

Michael Adams

Michael Adams is an Australian author and journalist whose 
work spans magazine articles, TV scripts and nonfiction. His 
debut novel, The Last Girl, brought his talents to children’s 
fiction, where he has continued to flourish.
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*Powerful and poignant story of two children’s search for love and
belonging.*

It’s not my desert, but this is my escape. I’m doing it on my own.

Karanda Hooke doesn’t need anybody or anything.  On her way to her 
sixth foster home, a crash leaves her stranded in the outback with only a 
backpack, a bottle of water and a stained picture of the mother she hasn’t 
seen in years. This is her chance to escape her old life. There’s only one 
thing in her way . . . eight-year-old Solomon.

Thirst
by Lizzie Wilcock, Proprietor: Scholastic Australia 
First publication: May 2015

256 pages

Ages 10-14

Lizzie Wilcock

Lizzie Wilcock, a primary school teacher, wrote her first novel, 
LOSING IT, to provide a platform for discussion about teenage 
problems and child-protection issues. The result was a 
brilliantly crafted novel for young adults. Lizzie’s second novel, 
GRIEVE, took her to new heights as a young adult author. 
She has twice been shortlisted for the NSW Premier’s Literary 
Awards.

Scholastic Australia

Praise for LOSING IT:

"Simultaneously frank and confronting, funny and uplifting, Losing It both 
captures with clarity, and speaks to 14-year-old sensibilities." -   Victorian 
Premier’s Literary Awards
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Soho Teen

*Part BLACK BEAUTY, part THE TALENTED MR. RIPLEY, YA icon
Cecily von Ziegesar spins a unique tale of jealousy, romance, mystery, and 
redemption.*

16-year-old Merritt Crowley, a privileged student at an all-girls NYC private school, 
is on a fast road to nowhere. After she parties the night before the SATs and walks 
out during the test, her family sends her to a therapeutic riding camp in hopes of 
rehabilitation. There she’s assigned to care for Red, a foal who’s as rebellious as she 
is—as told from his own POV. The two form an instant bond. 

When Merritt tries to use Red to escape, the owner of the camp recognizes Merritt’s 
talent for riding.  Suddenly the pair finds themselves on a whirlwind journey in the 
competitive equestrian circuit. On the tour, Red's groom, Beatrice, falls for Merritt. 
Unbeknownst to Merritt, however, Red is jealous.

Rights sold
French (Michel Lafon)

Dark Horses
by Cecily von Ziegesar, Proprietor: Soho Teen

US publisher: Soho Teen
First publication: January 2016

272 pages

Ages 12+

Cecily von Ziegesar

Cecily von Ziegesar is the author of the worldwide bestselling 
GOSSIP GIRL series, as well as the novel CUM LAUDE. She 
rode horses in the summers as a young girl on the family farm 
in Canada and at various summer camps, but it was never 
enough. At fourteen she began commuting by train after 
school from Manhattan to a riding stable in Connecticut. By 
her junior year of high school she stopped going to school on 
Fridays so she could compete in horse shows every 
weekend. She gave up competing in college, but kept her 
beloved horse, Sneaky, until he died at age 30. Now she lives 
in Brooklyn with her family and various pets, including a 
beloved West Highland White Terrier who bears an uncanny 
resemblance to Sneaky—they have the same eyes.
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*Helping her uncle launch his university program turns into a much greater
test for Kassandra Black, as she must rely on a sixth sense she’s not sure she 
fully believes in to protect herself and her classmates.*

It's the summer after senior year, and Kassandra Black has grudgingly agreed to join 
her Uncle Brian at the prestigious Henley College to participate in his new HEAR 
program: Henley Engineering Anomalies Research. She didn't have much choice: a 
well-intentioned prank gone wrong means that she won’t be able to attend Columbia 
(her first choice) this fall.  Brian promises to help her if she helps him. But as she 
gets to know the other HEAR students—a couple of whom she met long ago at 
summer camp—she sees that she may have overlooked the "Anomalies" part of their 
acronym.  

These kids are here to help Brian run experiments that gauge psychic (ESP) capacity
They've each been selected and recruited, including Kass. But ESP? She doesn't buy 
it. And yet with each new test, she finds herself more frightened.  She actually can 
communicate telepathically; she can even glimpse the future.  Then there are the 
strange men in suits who follow her, and the files that are disappearing from the 
library . . . 

When one of the HEAR students is murdered, Kass must try to forget everything she 
knew about herself and her family and learn to trust those who share her remarkable 
gift. If she doesn’t, she may be next.

Praises for GOD IS IN THE PANCAKES
“Everything comes together in an authentic, breezy read that asks difficult questions 
and doesn't shy away from direct an-swers, or the reality that answers may not 
exist. With well-developed adults and a teen seeking help from God and anyone she 
perceives as wise, this memorable novel offers food for thought and sustenance for 
the soul.”— Booklist

“Readers will identify with Grace, cheer her triumphs, and empathize with her most 
difficult decisions and her belief that eve-ryone finds comfort in pancakes. Fans of 
Sarah Dessen and Deb Caletti will rejoice at finding Epstein.”— School Library 
Journal

Hear
by Robin Epstein, Proprietor: Soho Teen

US publisher: Soho Teen 
First publication: September 2015

288 pages

Ages 14+

Robin Epstein

Robin Epstein began her career as a comic and sitcom writer, 
working with Al Franken, Joan Cusack and Dan Aykroyd. She 
has published 13 children’s books with Scholastic and 
Chronicle Books, debuted with her first YA novel God Is in the 
Pancakes in 2010, and has freelanced for The New York 
Times, Marie Claire, and Glamour as well as other 
publications. A contributor to “This American Life” on NPR, 
she currently teaches dramatic writing at the NYU film school 
and writes video games for various developers.
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 *In the vein of the classic comic reversal-of-fortune/revenge tale Trading
Places comes LITTLE WHITE LIES, a YA mystery that explores the stakes 
everyone has in preserving stereotypes and assumptions in a hyper-
connected age.*

17-year-old Coretta is a beautiful and witty African-American “cultural critic” (not her 
own term) who finds herself at a confusing tipping point of celebrity and success.  She 
has just been offered a huge media deal, and she has just been accepted to every 
college of her choice. But Coretta has a confession: she hasn’t been writing her own 
tumblr. She hired an expert ghostwriter, a 44-year-old white guy named Karl Ristoff, 
to do the job for her.  

Coretta confesses this scandalous truth to a select few because she wants to free 
herself of the guilt. Before she knows it, a mysterious villain destroys her reputation 
with lies and innuendo. Colleges rescind their acceptances. The media deal 
disappears. Karl is thrust into the limelight, only to suffer a precipitous fall himself.  

Ultimately the two join forces to find out who is responsible for ruining both of their 
lives—and in the process, they find themselves laying bare all of the falsehoods they'd 
presumed about each other.

Little White Lies
by Brianna Baker,  F. Bowman Hastie, Proprietor: Soho Teen

US publisher: Soho Teen
First publication: February 2016

288 pages

Ages 14+

F. Bowman Hastie

F. Bowman Hastie III is a 40-something-year-old white man 
who lives in Brooklyn, NY. He has ghostwritten for numerous 
book series, including Sweet Valley University, Sweet Valley 
Jr. High, and Barf-O-Rama. The first book to carry his own 
name was Portrait of the Dog as a Young Artist, the biography 
of his Jack Russell Terrier, Tillamook Cheddar, published by 
Sasquatch Books in 2006. More than likely, Mr. Hastie is still 
single.

Brianna Baker

Brianna Baker is an actress, improviser, sketch comedy writer, 
and lover of cheese who lives in Chicago, Illinois. Brianna 
graduated from Illinois Wesleyan University. Her 
autobiographical one-woman show Bede, about her blissfully 
ignorant childhood as a bi-racial tomboy, was one Timeout 
Chicago's Best Comedy Shows of 2012. She still likes the 
idea of coffee more than the actual beverage.
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Wendy Schmalz Agency

*The new novel from Edgar Award nominated author Jeffry W. Johnston.*

After Chris’s policeman father is killed in the line of duty, Chris feels responsible for
his mother and his little brother, Devon. When their house in broken into, and the 
teenage robber is shot, Chris is lauded as a hero, a role he’s not comfortable in. 

But the intruder has an older brother too, and Derek will go to any means to find the 
truth. 

The two older boys enter into a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse. How far will 
Chris go to protect Devon? And what will Derek have to give up to get the facts?

Jeff’s first novel FRAGMENTS was a finalist for the Edgar Awards.

The Truth
by Jeffry Johnston, Proprietor: Wendy Schmalz Agency 

US publisher: Sourcebooks
First publication: Spring 2016

40,000 words
Ages 12+

Jeffry Johnston

Jeffry W. Johnston’s first YA novel FRAGMENTS (Simon 
Pulse 2007) was nominated for an Edgar Award. His second 
YA thriller THE TRUTH will be published by Source Books in 
2016. He’s published thirty-five short stories ranging from 
adult horror to children’s fiction. He lives in Pennsylvania with 
his wife and son.
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Working Partners Ltd

Working Partners Ltd

Animals are Aliens 
by Michelle Brown, Proprietor: Working Partners Ltd

*ANIMALS ARE ALIENS is a wacky sci-fi comedy for readers aged 7-9 *

When space-mad Matt Moon discovers a secret hi-tech base hidden underneath his 
new house, he finds that animals aren’t all they seem. In fact they’re aliens from 
distant planets – and with the help of his nature-loving next-door neighbour Sophie 
Dobbs and her pet dog Tinkerbell, aka Colonel Gravlax of the Global Rapid 
Response Runners (G.R.R.R.), Matt must help them save the galaxy. 

Can Matt and Sophie foil an evil Dodonian plot to crash the moon into the earth? 
Will Grand High Space Marshal Zumba the goldfish allow mere humans into the 
hallowed ranks of the G.R.R.R.? And will Matt’s dad ever get round to fixing the 
plumbing?

Funny new series for the lovers of the CATS AND DOGS movies.  There are 
currently four books in the series.

Book 1 & 2 : Spring 2016
Book 3 & 4 : Fall 2016

Rights sold
German (Kerle Verlag)

First publication: Spring 2016
16,000 words
Ages 7+
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Working Partners Ltd

*A new epic fantasy trilogy for middle grade readers. Triplets, separated at
birth but destined to rule Toronia, must fight the odds for their survival.*

Set in the kingdom of Toronia, which is wracked with civil war. King Brutan rules 
with an iron fist. Hope comes in the form of a prophecy, which foretells that triplets 
will be born to the king. They will kill him and take the throne, bringing peace to the
kingdom. The triplets are indeed born, but the wizard, Melchior, manages to smuggle
them out of the king’s castle before they can be discovered. He sends them away 
with three trusted supporters of the prophesy to be kept safe. 

Book 1 picks up the story when the triplets are 13. They are still scattered in the 
kingdom, unaware of the others’ existence. Elodie has been raised by a noble family,
knows she’s destined for the throne, and is ambitious and bratty. She doesn’t know 
that the family she’s with actually plan to use her as a puppet and rule themselves. 
Gulph was sold by the knight supposed to protect him to a company of travelling 
players, where he works as a contortionist. Tarlan is in the remote and frozen realm 
of Yalaste, where he’s learned to talk to gigantic birds called the Thorrods – and 
doesn’t want anything to do with people. 

As the triplets discover their destiny, they face a desperate fight for survival. Will 
they live long enough to rule? An epic tale of battles, magic, strange creatures, power
and fate. 

Book 2: THE LOST REALM
The triplets destined to claim the throne of Toronia find themselves on different 
paths. Tarlan’s pack of animals grows as he accompanies Melchior the wizard on a 
desperate quest to regain his lost powers. As Melchior lies frozen within the Isle of 
Stars, off the Toronian coast, Tarlan must confront an invading army from overseas. 
Meanwhile, in the forests of Isur, Elodie is with the soldiers of Trident. Already 
reeling from battle, they’re ambushed by the forces of the cruel Lord Vicerin, Elodie 
s former foster-father. To prevent a massacre, she agrees to return to Vicerin’s 
clutches. If Elodie is to escape, and defeat Lord Vicerin for good, she will have to 
learn to control the ghosts she can see – and quickly. And Gulph must flee the 
rampaging army of undead warriors that swarm Toronia’s capital. But as he and his 
companions journey deep underground, they find themselves in a secret lost realm, 
full of hidden dangers – and a face from Gulph’s past. 

The battle for Toronia continues…

Book 1 (Summer 2015)
Book 2 (Summer 2016)
Book 3 (Summer 2017)

Rights sold
Chinese-complex(Shui-Ling), Czech(Host), French(Pocket), 
German(Fischer), Hebrew(Kinneret), Portuguese SA(Novo Conceito), 
Romanian(RAO), Russian(AST), Turkish(Pegasus)

Crown of Three
by JD Rinehart, Proprietor: Working Partners Ltd

US publisher: Simon & Schuster
First publication: Summer 2015

60,000 words
Ages 10+
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*BATMAN meets THE GRAVEYARD BOOK in this astonishing new dark
urban fantasy. Three books were sold at preempt to HarperCollins US and 
Fox 2000 have optioned the film rights and currently have the project 
heading into development.*

Cast out by his parents. Raised by crows. Hunted by darkness.

13-year-old Caw leads a lonely life as a kind of urban Peter Pan in the sprawling 
metropolis of Blackstone. Ever since his parents were murdered eight years ago, 
he’s had a mysterious ability to communicate with crows. They live with him in a 
makeshift treehouse and help out, scavenging rubbish dumps for food, clothes and 
whatever else he needs. But now Caw’s dreams are haunted by a sinister man in 
black, wearing a signet ring engraved with a spider. And when he saves 13-year-old 
Lydia’s father from a gang of strange and terrifying criminals, his nightmare begins to 
spill into the real world. Caw is about to be plunged into an adventure that will 
reveal the truth about who – and what – he really is. 

In Book 2, having met his parents in the Land of the Dead, Caw is determined to 
find out more about them in the land of the living – despite Crumb’s warnings that 
the past should stay buried. As Caw learns more about his parents, he and Lydia 
form a friendship with a homeless girl, Selina, who has one or two secrets of her 
own. Together they uncover the Midnight Stone, a mysterious heirloom that Caw’s 
parents wanted him to protect at all costs… but why? Meanwhile a deadly new 
enemy has risen in Blackstone. The prim, immaculately dressed Cynthia Davenport 
is not just the city’s police commissioner; she’s also the Fly Feral, aka the Mother 
of Flies, the Spinning Man’s chief lieutenant. And she has a plan to instigate a 
second Dark Summer. A plan which depends on the power of the Midnight Stone, 
and on her daughter – Selina. 

In Book 3, an army of evil ferals gathers in Blackstone, led by a young spider feral 
even more dangerous than the Spinning Man. The Dark Summer is upon the city 
once again, and Caw will have to unite all the scattered good ferals if he hopes to 
bring it to an end. But that’s not going to be easy… 

Book 1: The Crow Talk (Apr 2015) 
Book 2: Midnight Stone (Winter 2016) 
Book 3: TBD (Fall 2016)

Rights sold
Arabic (Arab Scientific); Bulgarian (Egmont Bulgaria); Catalan (Grup 62); Chinese –
 simplified (Changjiang); Czech (Host); Danish (Gyldendal); Dutch (Dutch Media); 
Finnish (Tammi); French (Pocket); German (Bertelsmann); Greek (Patakis); Hebrew 
(Kinneret); Hungarian (Libri Gyerekkonyvkiado); Indonesian (PT Gramedia), Italian 
(Salani); Japanese (Kodansha); Korean (E*Public Korea Co Ltd); Latvian (Zvaigzne 
ABC); Lithuanian (Baltos Lankos); Norwegian (CappelenDamm); Polish (Edipresse 
Polska); Portuguese (Planeta Manuscrito); Portuguese SA(Record); Romanian (Nemira); 
Russian (Exmo License); Slovakian (Fortuna); Spanish (Planeta); Swedish(Forma); 
Tagalog (Precious Page); Thai (Grand Prix International); Turkish (Pegasus), Vietnamese 
(Le Chi)

Ferals
by Jacob Grey, Proprietor: Working Partners Ltd

US publisher: HarperCollins Inc, UK publisher: HarperCollins UK
First publication: April 2015

280 pages

Ages 10+
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Working Partners Ltd

*New fantasy adventure for girls! Four girls at a boarding school discover
they have amazing feline powers and must unite to stop an ancient evil in 
this riveting adventure.*

Ana’s average, suburban life is turned upside-down when she’s offered a place at the
exclusive boarding school in New Mexico that both of her late parents attended. As 
Ana struggles to navigate the wealthy cliques of her new school, she is taken under 
the wing of Miss Benitez, the kind but mysterious history teacher. 

She and three other girls – with Chinese, Navajo and Egyptian heritages – learn that 
their families gifted the priceless objects housed in the school’s museum. What they 
don’t realize is that the school itself sits on top of the ancient meeting place of the 
Brotherhood of Chaos, a centuries-old conspiracy between ancient peoples. The 
highly stylized cat figures that decorate this ancient temple appear in the artwork of 
the Mayan, Anasazi (ancestors to the Navajo), Chinese, and Egyptian civilizations. 

When a priceless artefact is smashed, Ana and her friends are given a remarkable 
power: the power to turn into wild cats! They must work together to battle the chaos 
spirits unleashed in the ensuing battle… and then uncover the terrifying plans of 
those who would reconvene the Brotherhood of Chaos.

Two books have been signed up!

Hunters of Chaos
Proprietor: Working Partners Ltd, by Crystal Velasquez

US publisher: Simon & Schuster
First publication: Fall 2015

40,000 words
Ages 10+

Crystal Velasquez

Crystal Velasquez is the author of four books in the Maya & 
Miguel series as well as Your Life, but Better; Your Life, but 
Cooler; and Your Life, but Sweeter. She holds a B.A. in 
creative writing from Penn State University and is a graduate 
of NYU’s Summer Publishing Institute. Currently a production 
editor at Random House, she lives in Flushing, Queens, in 
New York City. Visit her website at www.crystalvelasquez.com 
or her blog at yourlifebutbetter.blogspot.com.
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The Last Immortal 
by Alex Marlowe, Proprietor: Working Partners Ltd
UK publisher: Little, Brown UK

*Gothic action-adventure in the twenty-first century. The Avengers meets
The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen.*

In Victorian London, 13 year-old Luke Frankenstein dreams of joining The 
Immortals – a supernatural crime-fighting squad, founded by his father Victor. But 
when Luke secretly follows the Immortals to the British Museum on a night-time 
mission against the followers of the Dark Pharaoh Sanakhte, he is killed.

Luke is preserved for 160 years before he is reanimated in the modern day by his 
childhood friend Evelyn and her father Jonathan Harker – both vampires. His 
reconstructed body is fitted with cybernetic upgrades that make him an incredible 
athlete and fighter. And he’ll need them, because Sanakhte and his followers have 
returned. 

Luke and his friends must reunite the scattered Immortals – Raziel, a living gargoyle
Aurora Cage, a werewolf bounty hunter, and Dodger, a Victorian pickpocket cursed 
with eternal life. But to destroy the Dark Pharaoh, Luke must first uncover a terrible 
secret hidden in his past…

Three books have been signed up!

Rights Sold
Russian (Exmo)

First publication: Summer 2015

50,000 words
Ages 10+
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Working Partners Ltd

*New adventure series from Working Partners. Indiana Jones meets
National Treasure!*

When two kids—a puzzlemaster and a history whiz—win an international contest for
a whirlwind trip across the USA, they quickly realize that they’ve been chosen to 
unlock secrets that the seven Founding Fathers left behind after the American 
Revolution. With a dangerous enemy at their heels, they must use their wits to gather
the seven artifacts and unearth the biggest secret of all. 

Book 1: THE EUREKA KEY
They begin their journey in Death Valley, California, to find Benjamin Franklin’s 
iron key—used in his famous experiments with lightning and electricity. 

Book 2: THE EAGLE'S QUILL
They travel to the Black Hills of South Dakota, to find Thomas Jefferson’s eagle 
feather quill, which he used to write the Declaration of Independence. 

Book 3: THE RING OF HONOR
A dangerous trip into the depths of Crater Lake in Oregon leads them on a journey to
find Alexander Hamilton’s gold coin ring. The founder of the country's financial 
system, he was famously killed in a duel of honor.

Book 4: THE TORCH OF LIBERTY
Book 5: THE HAMMER OF JUSTICE 
Book 6: THE BOOK OF TRUTH
Book 7: THE SWORD OF COURAGE

Secrets of the Seven
by Sarah Thomson, Proprietor: Working Partners Ltd

US publisher: Bloomsbury USA
First publication: Spring 2016

45,000 words
Ages 9-12

Sarah L. Thomson

Sarah L. Thomson is the author of THE DRAGON'S SON, 
which was named one of the best science fiction, fantasy, and 
horror books of 2001 by Voice of Youth Advocates, STARS 
AMD STRIPES, and IMAGINE A NIGHT. She lives in Maine. 
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